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Abstract
Computed Load and Sliding Mode control strategies for robots make use of the
overall equations of motion. Unfommately. for rohols working in a marine environment.
these equations do not provide an accurate control because of a lack of good
hydrodynamics data.
The objective of the thesis is 10 incorporate the hydrodynamic loads, acting on
robot anns working underwater, into the equations of mot ion. The thesis describes II two-
link robot ann model and experimental setup designed for the purpose of gathering
hydrodynamic data.
The thesis also describes the techniques used to analyze the obtained data. TIICsc
include dimensional analysis and a neural network ident ifICation program.
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Chapter 1
In troduction
1.1 Background
Although the oceans cover more than two thirds of the Earth ' s surface anti arc a
vital part of the existence of Mankind. humans have not yet been able to fully explore
their finite depths. Actuall y we now know more about outer space than we know ahuut
the oceans .
Modern robotics offers humanity a widearray of economically anti socially sound
benefits . Autonomous robots can potentially handle tasks in hostile or inaccessible
environments, such as. in space, in nuclear reactors and underwater. Industrial robots have
already assumed many hazardou s, unpleasant or boring tasks. while simultaneously
improv ing the productivity of factori es in the industrialized world. Robot arms such as
Canado.rm have been successfully deployed in space. The ocean floor contains valuable
minerals and fuels but the actua l economic exploitation of these resources has hecn
restric ted by techno logical capabilitie s nnd the application of robots to underwater tasks
has been very limited. Recent advances in underwater vehicle technology arc helping to
change this situation.
Most of underwater vehicles arc manually controlled . However. recently there has
been a shin towards autonomous or digitally driven control. This is mainly because
manual control has been found unsatisfactory for certain tasks. Most arms mounted on
underwater vehicles operate at slow speeds, where the hydrodyna mic forces are relatively
smell but not negligible [Farbrothcr lind Stacey, 1993). However, the arms sometimes
have to operate in the wake of a moving vehicle or be immer sed in a current. In these
cases the hydrodynamic loads on them can be considerable and unpredictable. The sudden
change in the drag coeffic ients for a relatively small change in velocity makes the
hydrodynamic loads very di fficult to ascertain. These effects can bring instability to an
uutomnticullycontrolled vehicle Therefore. arms operating in these conditions will require
that control systems be robust and able \0 maintain acceptable performance levels in
response to uncertainties (Farbrother and Stacey. 1993).
The control strategies used in robots can be divided in two main groups:
conventional (classical) control techniques and supervisory control techniques. Some of
the techniques in both groups can exhibit adaptive capabilities. By adaptive capabilities
is meant the ability of the controller to accurately respond when faced with changes in the
environment. which had not been anticipated or programmed (Westerman, 1991). The
conventional control strateg ies include, among others, the computed load technique and
the slid ing mode. They are both based on the equations of motion and could be
inaccurate for underwater applications because of uncertainties in the equations o f
motion. Good experimenta l data could beused to reduce such uncertainty.
Neural networks and fuzzy logic arc considered supervisor)' control strutcgics,
They Iry to mimic a human operator by picking set po ints lind gains for classical
strategies.
1.2 Scope and Obj ectives
The determination of hydrodynamics data is vital 10 pcrform un effic ient CUlIlrtll
of the mot ion of robot arms in un underwater envuonmcnr. Untor turuucly very lhtlc daiu
can befound in open literature. For this reason torque mcasurcrncats huvc been conducted
using the wave/lowing tank facilities on single-link body configuration nnd 1111il two- link
planar arm configuration. The measurements were conducted using steady trunshulons and
rotations. A neural network was used to provide a convenient li t to thc torque duta. In
addition. a mathematical model based on the Morison's equation was developed for the
hydrodynamics loads. More complex motions and geometry were avoided because even
simpler cases are not fully understood.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Backgro und
A rohot ann working under water is constantly under hydrodyna mics loads , such
liSdrag. hydrostatic restoring force, force due 10 the moorings and the force due to
currents and waves (Muggcridge and Hinchey, 1991). The added mass effects woul d also
playa substantial role in the power requirements of the ann (Baker and Sayer. 1990). In
addition to underwater currents, the turbulence created by thrusters of the host vehicle
itself or other passing vehicles, may affect greatly the dynamics of the arm (Rivera and
Hinchey, 1992 ). In this case contro l strategies are bound 10 fail since the equations of
motion lack good hydrodynamics data. and for complex configurations they are
computationally expensive. In order to make control strategies work effectively
underwater. a model of a robot arm would have to be fabricated and tested underwater.
Then wc would beable to lind the data lit which is computationally least expe nsive and
most robust.
The hydrodynamics of underwater vehicles or robot arms undergoing arhitrury.
unsteady mot ions is very difficult to deal with analytically (Muggcridgc and Hinchey.
1991). The major problem is the complex wakes set-up behind the body. Even steady
motions arc very difficult to trcat analytically and the treatment relics heavily nil
experimental data. Most studies assume the 110wto bequasi-steady. in other words. nows
set up quickly and resemble steady flows. The quasi-steady approximation is perhaps
acceptable for uniform or slowly varying motions of the arm hut questionable for general
arbitrary mot ions.
For steady flow wakes behind a body. much depends on the Reynolds number
(Re=Il.D/i') (Slaouti and Stansby, 1992). Section 3 of the hydrodynamics text by
Sarpkaya and Isaacson (1981) gives a good overview of this type of motion. Al low Re
the flow is viscosity dominated. At high Rc, vortices (symmetric/asymmetric) shed
downstream due to boundary layer separation. the flow cannot remain attached ttl the
body as it moves into the adverse pressure gradient generally round there (Prundtl and
Tietjens, 1934). Turbulence is a feature of fluid flow, not a property of the fluids
themselves. and exhibit irregularity and randomness in time and space, diffusivity and
rapid mixing, three-dimensional vorticity fluctuations, and dissipation of the kineticenergy
of the turbulence by viscous shear stresses. It has also been observed thai fluid particles
in a turbulent flow travel as randomly moving fluid masses. which causes at any point in
the flow, a rapid and irregular pulsation of velocity about a well-defined mean value.
Turbulent boundary layers do not separate as easi ly as laminar boundary layers. The Iluid
in turbulent boundary layer is rnorc energetic and can move farther into an adverse
pressure grad ient. Bodies wi th turbulent boundary layers have smaller wakes and therefore
less wake drag.
Most real flow problems can be solved, at best, only approximately by analytical
or numerical methods. Thus, experiments are essential in verifying solutions, in sugges ting
which models arc valid or in provid ing results that could not be obta ined by theoretical
analysis or numerical simulation (Szirtes, 1992).
All the above mentioned factors have to be considered in order to gain a better
understanding of the hydrodynamics of underwater robot arms.
2.2 AUV!ROV State of the Art. 1 1
Papers in this area were reviewed with the purpose of gaining an understand ing
of the complexity of the task of deep ocean exploration, and the problems faced in the
design and ope ration of such crafts; the hydrodynamic loads on arms happens to be one
of tile many.
Autonomous Underwater Vehicles, AUVs, are sti ll in the early deve lopmen tal
stage {Zorpettc, 1994) and the most advanced vehicles known today are the result of
research recently unclassified by the mil itary in several countries. 8lidbcrg et al. (I991)
give a good overview of the present state of the research in this area, whic h includes
capab ilities such as operational depth, mob ility, autonomy, etc, along with a chronologica l
develo pment of these craft . The same paper outlines some of the non-military needs for
the development of automated underwater technology, that are helping to promote a
'A UV: Auton omous Underwater Vehicle
lROV: Remot ely Operate d Vehicle
widespread use of these vehicles, and therefore the access to a more varied source uf
research resources.
Yoerger et al. (1991) describe in detail the design of the arm used on the JASON ROY.
which has been successfully used in deep subsea exploration. It shows the ingenillus
design solutions applied to cope with the high pressure (approximntcly 9,000 psi for II
depth of 6.000 meters) and extrcmely corrosive and electrically conductive environment.
while at the same time exhibiting no backlash and low friction. The mechanism used ttl
prevent backlash at the shoulder of the arm, a reducer with a system of pulleys. is shown
in figure 2·1a. To ensure the needed stiffness, four para llel cable circuits arc used on the
output stage, two circuits on the intermediate stage and only one on the driver stage.
Tensioning of the cable circuits is adjusted at the drive pinion. The pressure compensating
system is shown in figure 2-1b. The manipulator is pressure compensated. ullth c paris run
in an oil-filled encasement slightly above ambient pressure (9000 psi) . The overpressure
is maintained by spring-loaded bellows. Mineral oil was chosen which in addition to
providing overpressure, lubrication and cooling allowed the researchers to visually
examine the parts during testing. The JASON ROY and its arm arc shown in ligures 2-2
and 2·3 respect ively,
Farbrother and Stacey (1993) review some of the aspects in designing ROVs with
control in mind. The paper centers its attention on the problem of controlling the
movement and positioning of the ROY itsel f. bUI does not make any reference to the
control of the arm.
Figure2·1a Backlash Prevention Reducer, Yocrger et al.,l991
Figure 2· 1b Manipulator's pressure CompensatingSystem, Yoergeret al., 1991.
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2.3 Hydrodynamics Loads on Cylinders
In the present work. we have used cylinders 10 model the links of an underwate r
robot arm, mainly because the case of hydrodynamic loads acting on cylinders Imshc CII
extensively studied by many researchers. However the vast majority of these studies
concern steady and oscillatory flows around cylinders of infinite length. although most
practical applications have at leastone free end, and vcry lew have devotedeffort to Ilows
around cylinder s with finite span. The case of arb itrary comp lcx motions of finite span
cylinders with two free ends like the arm in the present wor k has not been seriously
researched . There fore most of the data concern ing hydrodynamic for ces acting nil
cylinders are not applicable in this case.
Our model consists of two cylinders of finite span linked by a revo lute joint. The
three dimen sionality of the cylinders with two free ends. plus their influence tin each
other, causes the hydrodynamic forces to differ from those found in the case of infinite
cylinders or quasi two dimensional cylinders (end plates). Also, the specifics Ill' the
kinematics of the robot arms can cause different Ilow regimes to take place. even ulnng
the same link.
When a body moves through a fluid a force is exerted on the body by the fluid .
The compo nent of this force parallel to the free stream relative velocity is called drag ,
whereas the compone nt perpendicula r to the free stream velocity is ca lled lili. Both
pressure,p, and viscous shear , T.., contribute to the resultant forces. Theoretica lly, the drag
and lift forces on a moving body could becalculated if we were to know the prcs.~ure and
viscous stresses distribu tion over the entire surface of the body , equation 2·1 and 2-2.
Drag "J(p sinO"''T" cosO)dA
Uft " f (p coss -T.. sin6JdA
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2-1
2-2
Here 0 is the polar angle from the centre of the cylinder to the point on the surface.
Unfortunately it is extremely difficult to compute exactly the comp lete flow and pressure
pattern uver the entire relevant surface of most bodies. Equations 2-) and 2<!, although
formal. arc of little practical value. In practice. for the most part, drag and lift arc
calculated using empi rical or semi-empirical methods.
Morison ' s equation . equation 2-3, was developed to describe the hori zontal wave
force per unit length,!, acting on a vertical pile extendi ng from the seabed 10 the ocean
surface (Chakrabart i,1987).
2-3
Here (~, is the inertia coe fficient. elJ is the drag coefficient. p is the density of the fluid,
D the diamete r of the cylinder and /I v the compo nent of the velocity normal to the
cylinder's nxis. Usually (~ I and e ll are functions of the Reynolds number, defined earlier.
and the Kculegun-Carpenter dimensionless parameter. KC=lIuT/D, where T is the period
of the wave . The equation consists of two terms, inertia and drag. A particle of water
passing around a circular cylinder first accelerates and then decelerates, and this applies
a force on the cylinder, This force is described by the first term in equation 2·3 . The
1J
principal cause for drag is the existence of a low pressure region on the downstream side
of the cylinder and a higher pressure zone on the upstream side (Prnndtl and Ticticns,
1934).
Morison's equation is semi-empirical and its application \0 a complex lime
dependent separated flow is questionable. However, attempts to derive other fonn ulutious
to better describe the phenomena have been unsatisfactory. Some proposals have been
made to improve the existing equation (Sarpkaya and Isaacson. 1981) hy adding hiyhcr
harmonic terms. Other more complex solutions have been attempted (Naill, 19(0 ). But
overall the original Morison' s equation has been reliable in predict ing Iluid forces 011
small members. The equation can be extended to the computation of fluid forces on
inclined cylinders by writing it in terms of the normal velocity and acceleration vectors
(Chakrabarti, 1987, Bin and Yu-Cheng, 1991 and Otsuka and Ikeda, 1991).
The Morison' s equation wasdeveloped to match the peak forces due 10 a suparuted
flow. However, for attached flows the forces are not well described by Morison' s
equation (Anarluk et al., 1992) . The essence of some new models (Anartuk et ul., IlJ92
and Sarpkaya, 1991) is that the meanrate of the work done by the drag or damping force
must beequal to the rate of energy dissipation. Each of these models however ussumcs
that the flow remains attached at all times which makes the range of its usc ruther narrow,
A potential flow model (Chew et al., 1992) has actually validated the much
criticized Morison' s equation for unsteady flow. The method is based on a two
dimensional potential flow model that simulates the effect of flow separation in unsteady
flow by placing surface sources with time dependent strength and angular positionson the
14
rear wetted surface of the body and dow nstream sinks in the flow to form a cl osed wake
model. Then the unsteady Bernou lli eq uation is used to obtain the time dependen t
pressure. The in-line forte equation obtained by this model is comprised of uncoupled
drag and inertia terms. With some simplifications the equatio n reduces to the classica l
Morison's equation . This work supports the applicability of the Morison's equation to
unsteady separa ted flow s. The cases considered showed small variat ions of th e drag and
inert ia coefficie nts ove r a cycle . This is why Morison 's equation with mean coefficients
predicts the in-line force rather precisely. This method, however. did not take the surface
TOughness in cons ideration , a fa ctor that affects grea tly the drag force (Sarpkaya, 1990).
Since Morison' s equation was proposed in 1950, it has been a challenge to find
a corre lation for the drag and inertia coefficients. In fact, satisfactory correlations of
with the relevant dime nsionless parameters have not been achieved. Data cor relations to
date usually plot each dynamic coetlicic nt versus one of the dimensionless parameters
ignoring the others (Makhortikh and Shcheglove, 1990 and Shcheglova and Makhortikh,
1988). This has led to scatter correlations (Horton et al., 1992, and Rao et el., 1992).
Generally flows around circular cylinders arc turbulent and wakes have a three
dimens ional unsteady cha racter (Slaouti and Stansby, 1992). The re is no general turbulent
model to incorporate into a numerical simulation of unsteady separated flows and the
limitations of computing power will not allow the direct three dimensional numerical
solut ion of the Navier-S tokes equations in the near future (Slaouti and Stansby, 1992 and
Snrpkaya, 199 1). At low Reynolds numbers, the flow and forces on a cylinder may be
reasonably predicted by two dimensional laminar comp utations (Kawamura et al.,1986),
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although even here. the flows are known10 contain some three dimensional chamctcristics
(Tatsuno, 1989. and Siaout i and Stansby. 19( 2).
Ther e have been a few numerical studies of two cylinders in side-by-side ami
tandem arrangements using the random vortex method (Sin. 19K7). This me thod is
believed 10 be versa tile and efficie nt, not exhibiting some of the numeric al diffusion lind
dissipation problems assoc iated with fixed mesh schemes. It has been observed thai fur
the side-by-side arrangement (Sin. 1987). for large spacings (TID >3.5) , where T is the
distance between the two cylinders and D their equivalent diameter ( figure 2-4). the
interaction between the two cylinders is negligible. and the two cylinders form their own
vortex stree ts independe ntly . Spacings in the range of 2 -c TID < 3.5 causes the cylinders
10 produce vortex shedd ing in anti-p hase. Spacings of 1.2 -c TID <;2 results in slrong
interaction, producing one narrow ncar-wake find a wide ncar-wa ke. Th e two ncar-Wilkes
occasionally switch over and a large scale vortex street is formed further downstrea m. For
spacings o f 1 -c TID < 1.2 the flow velocity in the gap is sma ll and a large formation
region occ urs, resulting in the formation of a large scale vortex street. Sources (SllIouti
and Stansby. 1992 and Zdravkovic h et 0.1., 1989) show drag coe fficients lind Strouhal
numbers for each cy linder for different spacing ratios. The repulsive fo rce betwee n fho
two cylinders, as expec ted, decreases gradually with increa sing spacing ratio 1'/1), and
disappears when TID> 3 .
In the tandem arrange ment, source (Slaoutl and Stansby, 19(2 ) found that a critlcnl
spacing exists which divides the flow regime into two categories. For spacing ratios of
TID> 3.8 each cylinder produces a vortex wake and for TID < 3.4 vortex shedding
Direction of the Flow
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'j
Direction of the R ow
b)
Figure 2-4 Cylinders in Sidc-by-Side , a), and T andem A rrangements. b).
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does not occur between the two cylinders. At spacing ratios of 1 < T IJJ« 1.1 the t\V\1
bodies behave like a single slender body. tbcscparan..-dshear layersof tlJ.: upsu.....OI body
enclose lhe downstream body and a vortex slrc&:t forms down stream of the rcer ht"'] } '.
ell shows a sudden increase as TIDexceedsthe critical value.
In most practical applications. like inour model, there is at lm\1one rrec end . ;I
case which has attracted little a ttention (Zdrevkovich ct cl., 19119). Fur cylinders with
length \0 diameter ratio UD > 6 . it has beenobserved(Zdra vkovic h 0:1 nl., ]I)IN) th ai
vortex shedd ing occurs along most o f ihe span except ncar the free end. How
visualization (Zdravkovich ct al., 1989) has demo nstrated tha t the intcructinn uf'tbcvort ex
sheddingand the free end was extremely complex. Also "eyes" were visualized ncar the
surfacenear the freeend. Each "eye" is thought to beassociated with towpn..'S.'iUrc which
is responsiblefor an increase in the local dl<lg coe ff icient. For J)J) = 5 in phase ('f\-'S...urc
fluctuations have been reported(Yeung et aI.• 1993) on lh~ two sides uf lhe cylinder. Arc
shapedvortices havebeen observed being formed behindshort cylinders. The cbegc-ove-
from an alternate to IIsymmetric vortex street occurred ncar IJD = 2.5. A shut eylindl.'f
with IWI) free ends has two interacting .side Flows which inhibit the vortex shl..'t.Iding
(Eckerle and Awad, 1991 ). A sho rt cylinderwith two hemispherical ends arrnlll imOltC!i
the shape of an ROY (Baker and Sayer. 1990). Reduction of U D decreasesthe drug
coefficient (figure 2-5). Zdravkovich et al. (1989) argue thutthc explanation should he
sought in the venting of a ncar wake whichoccurs behind it bluff bod y. i.e. all inl1uw tlf
the fluid into the ncar wake space on its way around the cylinder ' s ends. lienee the
pressure over the back side of the body would rise resulting in a smaller drag. It should
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be pointed our that it takes some time for the inflow \0 turn antireach the ncar wnkc. l'hc
result is a low pressure region ncar the free ends causing a high local drag coefficient .
Zdravkovich ct at. (1989) observed that the separated shear layers from shnrp el lgc\!
circular ends form two counter-rotating swirling vortices. which separate from the Free
ends where the now around the rest of the cylinder docs and nrc carried downstream as
strcamwise vortex pair. The effect of the inflow on the ncar wake along the span docs nul
merely increase the base pressure but also displaces the vortex fonmnion region fu rther
downstream and widens theseparated shear layers before roll-up into vortices [Nakumuru
et al. • 1992). This contributes to a reduction orthe drag coefficient and causes 1I decrease
in frequency vortex shedding. In addition the Stroubnl number measured hchind tinite
cylinders is always smaller than behind infinite cylinders. The ruu- til' full tl f the dnlj;
coefficient becomes negligible for U D < 6 . This indicates thatwith further reduction Ill'
U D the drag becomes governed by the shape of the two free ends. When using
hemispherical ends the drag can be reduced until fj lJ = I and the cylinder becomes :111
sphere (Zdravkovich ct al., 1989).
The effect of the Reynolds number is similar to that found (In cylinders Ill' infinite
length. However. the separation lines arc displaced gradually towards the stagnation point
line as un decreases. and eventually becomes bow-shaped for /JIJ '" 2. The couccpr
of a universal Strouhal number (Zdravkovich ct el.. 1989 nod Nakamura ct at , 19lJ2l
which is based on data from infinite cylinders is not applicable in rcgillos ur three
dimensional flows such as near the ends of a finite cylinder (Ko ct al., 1( 87). The three
dimensional effects or. the drag coefficient of a finite length circular cylinder is quite
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similar to thai in steady now (Nakamura ct al. • 1992). The values of the added mass
co efficient , L'~ , for a finite span cy linder arc about equal to those for quasi two
dimensional circular cy linders for Keulegan-Carpenter numbers KC ~ 8 and larger than
those lor KC > 8 (Sarpkaya and Isaacson. 1981). The values of the added mass
coefficient for infinite two dimensional cylinders decrease in the interval 8 < KC < 25.
hut finitecylinders do not exhibit this behaviou r. The 1m coefficients arc also smaller for
finilcspancylindcrs(NakllmuractaJ.. 1992),
Unlike infini te two dirnensioual cylinders, the problem of finite span cylinders
placed in a uniform cross llow has not been studied extensively. Our under standing of the
vortex shedding phenomenon and the associated flow induced unsteady forces is rather
poor. This is partially due to the complexity of the separated flow. its three dimensional
nature and its interaction with the wa ke flow and partly because of a lack of reliable
techniques to resolve the unsteady forces induced on finite span cylinders (Bahan et al.,
1989).
In spite of the interest in unsteady flow past a bluff body and many experimental
measurements of the unsteady now induced forces, there are very few numerical works
in this area due to its complexity. Analytical solutions for separated lime dependent flows
arc not yet possible even for relatively idealized situations {Kiya and Tamura, 1989).
When u two dimensional cylinder is placed in a cross flow, alternate vortex
sheddi ng from both sides of the cylinder induce fluctuat ing lin and drag forces (Bahan
ct al., 1989. Blevins. 1990. Sarpkaya et al., 1981 and Sarpkaya 199 1). The frequency of
vortex shedding is given in terms of the Strouhal number: S= nD/l/~ • where If is the
"
frequency of vortex shedd in\; from one side of the cylinder. J) is the diamete r of the
cylinder and ". is the free suea m velocity. TheStrouhal number depends in tum on the
Reynolds number. If the Reynolds number is in thesubcnucal rangethe fll,."IUI.."IlC ) ' \lr lhe
drag is about twice thai aftne vertex shedding (Bahan ct OIl. . 11)81».II has be n U~T\'I..'I.I
that the fluctuating drag signal does nOI correlate well with the vortexslll..-ddinl:\(l\."qUl.'lu:y.
It has been shown that the complex. three dimensional no w which exists behind11K'
cylinder inhibits the periodic shedding of vortices. This effect ill variable 0111111 1:\ the
cylinder's span (Sin. 1987. lind Niemann and Hoelscher. ICJq{)}.
A large volume of literature deals with fluctuating forces and associated vortex
shedd ing from bluff bodies subjected to steady am bient flow . Numerous Clllllpululillnal
studies have been performed on now abo ut circular cylinders attempting to predict the
Strouha1 number in steady ambient now and the shape and growth of the wake region in
impulsively slarted flow (Gopalkrishnan et al., 1992:md w ang end Dalton. II)tJl) . The
complete Navier • Stokes equations in vorticity/stream function form have been sillvcxl
(Borde, 1990) using a combination o f second and fourth order compact finite di ffcrclM;c
schemes. Short time symmetric - wake solutions for Reynolds numbers tlf 3(M). 550 and
1000 were obtained showing good agreement with visualizatio n results for hlllh vortex
size and center position (West and Apelt. 1990).
The evolution of the drag coefficient docs not depend significantly un the reduced
velocity. u"IID . where u" is the linear velocity or free stream velocity. I is the time und
D the diameter o f the cylinder beyond the period o f constant acceleration. figure 2·CI. 1\
drag overshoot occurs between u..I ID =4 and u. ' ID ""S (at (I; relativc distance covered in
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approximately half the vo rtex shedding period) . The drag overshoot occurs before the
vortices exhibit noticeable asymmetry. The reasons for high local drag could be the
following (Sarpkaya. ]991) : During the initial and symmetric development of vortices
(for 1I~ I I /) < 4), the vorticity rapidly accumulates in the wake. The symmetric vortices
grow10 sizes considerably larger than those found in later stages of the motion where the
vortices shed altcrnalingly. But, this is not enough to explain the drag overshoot. Also.
during the early stages of motion the vorticity flux is expected 10 be considerably larger
than the cross wake transfer of oppositely signed vorticity. The vortices grow and exhibit
three dimensionality. The combination ortile above mentioned factors contributes to the
rapid rise and fall o f the dra g coefficient at or near lIol l D ::::: 4.5 (Yeung et al.. 1993).
Cylinders may he classified as semi-streamlined bodies where the position of
separation is varying depending on the free stream velocity and flow profile. turbulence
of thc Free stream. geometry and the roughness of the body's surface (Niema nn and
lloclschcr , 1990). T he flow around a circular cylinder depends on Reynolds number. since
thc state of thc boundary layer may be either laminar or partly turbulent (Bedr et aJ..
1989). In turbulent conditions. additional energy is fed to the boundary layer by turbulent
momentum exchange and hence it gains addit ional capability o f overcoming the adverse
pressure gradient behind the pressure minimum . producing a smaller width of the wake.
recovery of the wake pressure and smaller drag. Most researchers agree about these
features hut the steps by which the transition from laminar to turbulent occurs is not
completely understood (N iemann and Hoelscher, 1990 and Sarpkaya, 1991). In the case
o fa cylinder oscillating in the presence ofa steady current. the flow may be characterized
g ~ ~
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by three non-dimensional parameters, the reduced velocity, the Reynolds number and the
amplitude parameter (Badr ct al., 1989).
2.4 Hydrodynamics Loads on Robot Arms
Very little has been found in the literature regarding this specific topic. the central
part of this thesis. Most of the papers reviewed deal with hydrodyna mics and control of
ROYs,or with hydrodynamic forceson offshore structures. Only threerelevant references
have been found. Fukuda and I-lara (1989), Liceaga-Cestrc et al. (1991) and Lee (199 3).
Liccaga-Castro ct al (1991) proposed a mathematical model based on Morison's
equation. which uses drag and inertia (added mass) coefficients determined for infinite
circular cyl inders. In the case of the added mass coefficients, a constant value ofCa==/ .8
is used. The manipulator model described is a two-link planar arm with two degree of
freedom. figure 2·7: the two joints rotate in one plane and there is no translation. The
effec ts that one link has on thc other were not considered. The hydrodynamic loads on
thc model were incorporated into the derivations of thc equations of motion using the
Newton-Euler method. In this thesis it was decided to use the Lagrange formulation.
Fukuda and Hera (I989)(in Japanese) use a simplified mathematical model of the
hydrodynamic forces incorporated into an adaptive controller for an underwater robotic
manipulator. The model states that the equivalent drag force acts at the midspan of the
link. The physical model tested is a two-link arm with joints rotating in pcrpendicular
planes. figure 2· 8. the rotation of the first jo int occurs along the axis of the first link. A
translation of n1e paper was unavailable but much could beinferred from the equations.
The third source (Lee. 1993) is a video demonstration ora one-link revolute, An adaptive
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controller used was tested for angular positioning of the link. The demonstration lusted
barely few seconds and only mentions thai research is under way.
Rivera and l-linchey (1992)conductedexperiments on all urrn/body configuration
(figure 2·9) which consisted of a spherical body. 0.25 m in diameter. with 11box cross-
section single link horizontal arm fixed to the body nnd 0.25 III long and 0.05 111 wide.
During tests the arm was position I m below the water surface in the MUN wave/towing
tank facility: the tank itself being approximately 2 m deep. The motion of the carriage
was used to generate steady translation and a DC motor WllS used to generate steady
rotation. Torque data were obtained for various combinations of steady tmnshuion und
rotation. Tests showed that the hydrodynamics forces acting on thc arm behave randomly
when the arm is positioned downstream from the body: for the combination shown in
figure 2·9 (steady translation and no rotation) the torque mcasun..'1i read sometimes
counterclockwise and others clockwise.
2.4 Neural Networks System Identification
The environment in which ROVs and AUVs work emphasize the rcqutrcmenr that
control systems he extremely robust and capable of maintaining acceptable performance
levels in the face of parametric uncertainties and unmodelled disturbances [Farbmthcr and
Stacey, 1993). Recent advances in control strategies for ROVs and AUVs include not only
neural nets, but there is an adaptive element in almost every new proposal {i.e. Pup et ul.,
1991. Zomaya and Tarek, 1993 and Westerman, 1<;91). But maintaining an on-line
adaptive capability (i.e. after the neura l network has been trained) is computationally
expensive for present practical use (Farbrother and Stacey. 1993). Westerman (1991) has
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been able 10 maintain an on-line adaptive controller for only two degrees of free dom uf
five degree of freedom arm: hardware limitations have been the source \11' this
shortcoming. Zomaya and Tarek (1993) have used decentralized ncuro-cdaptivc controllers
(a controller per joint) for the control of some industrial robots. Pap ct ,II. (1991) describe
a very similar procedure for underwater robotic operations.
Artificial neural networks have biologically inspired architectures. hilt it would be
a misconception to think that neural nets mimic accurately brain activity . Most orthe
working applications of neural nets today have more in common with statistics and dmu
manipulation than with the simulation of grey matter (Westerman. 199 I). Busieully ncurnt
networks arc a means of correlating data using multiple highly interconnected processing
elements. The elements form a transfer function that maps input data to output dmn
(Caudill, 1988). Neural nets do not need specific mathematical models correlating the
input data to output data. They are able 10 come up with a relationship bctW\.'CII the input
variables and the output. A network can be trained by presenting it with known and
reliable input/output sample s, adapting themselves to map one 10 the other. Allcr a
sufficien t number of training cycles. the network is able to generalize and produces II best
estimate output , with a cor responding measure of certainty, in respon:-ic to some new data,
Neural networks will exhibit different properties depending on how they learn and uuin.
A way of training a network is to present input samples with corresponding outputs
(Zomaya and Nabhan, 1993). For each sample set, the network reads the input and
estimates the output. It then compares its estimate with the correct response, using the
error to adjust the weights in the processing clements. This is called supervised learning.
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It tries 10 leach the network the right answer for any corresponding input during the
tra ining phase. From the above we can conc lude thai it is important to train the net with
a ·good~ sample set. Determining what a good sample set of inputs andoutputs is. for a
given neural network. turns our to bea most difficult issue. A net may pay attention to
rcteuons in the data sample thai may seem unimportant 10 people. If a network is
undcrtralncd, it will nol yield reliable responses. If. on the other hand. it is overtrained.
it just memorize s the taught casesand does not acquire the ability to generalize if posed
with new data.
A ne twork uhlc to gene ralize can inte rpola te betwee n cases found in the training
SCIS. In this case what the neural network really does is to classify data: it is a way of
m:Hching signals to learned patterns. Neuralnets can also generate complex sign,: '1 with
relative case, which finds room in applications such as speech reconnitlcn and synthesis.
and robotic control. (Craig. 1988, Kawatc et al., 1988, Miyamoto et al., 1988 and Pap
et al., 1993). Another advantage of neural nets is the ability to lind answers in spite of
incompleteand imprecise available data. Neural networks have also been used to develop
adaptive control systems and we intend to use it to analya the obtained data.
A neural network is medeup of simple. highly lnrerconnecredprocessingelements.
which respond ill parallel to inputs presented in a dynamic, self-organizing way. Certain
knowledge is contained within the network in the way the processing elements arc
connectedand the weighting assigned to each neuron input. By itself, a single processing
clement. figure 2·\ O, ;s relatively useless: it is the interconnection of many that works.
The processing clements arc organized in layers and connected in different ways to
o o o o
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provide forthedifferentlearningdynamics for solvingdifferentproblems. Theconnection
weights lITC about the only thing that change s in a neural net as new datu becomes
available and thus provides for its adaptability . The weights vary in order to respond to
dutu currclmion. They arc like the coefficients of a multi-variable system of equations,
evolving to lit the data no matter how complex . It is possible that the transfer function
be made variable in order 10 increase the learning speed . but this is still a matter of
research . In the scope of this thesis we will usc a type of architecture known as
fcedforward arch itecture . The activi ty flows only in the forward direction. originatin g in
the input layer . In conjunction with this scheme we will use 11 back propagat ion learning
ulgnrithm , In this type of supervised learning , the desired output must be provided along
with the input.
Sorensen (199 3) describes a multi-layer perceptron system able to perform
multidimensional curve -fitting in a multi-variable dynamic process. Th e neural network
in question. figure 2-11, contains an input layer. a hidden layer with a sufficien t number
of non-linear neuron squashing functions including offsets. and an output layer with linear
neuron functio ns. In this case WI is a matrix representing the weights between the input
layer and the hidden layer. the "I" input provides the necessary offse t. The matri x IV!
represents the weights between the hidden layer and the output layer and Frepresents the
neural function, a tanh function lor all clements . The error e, which represents the
mismatch between Z . the desired output, and i , the output from the net , is used in the
Back Propagation Error Algorit hm, widely described in the literature on the subject
Sorensen ( 1993) extracts a so called Gain Matri x from a trained multi-layer perceptron,
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J4
which is the derivative of the output vector, i . to the input vector of the net. V . This
allows a trained multi-layer pcrccprron to work as an identification parameter routine.
lS
Chapter 3
Ma the matica l Model of Hydrod ynamic Loads on a
Robot Arm
In this chapter a mathematical model o f n planar two-link revolute jo int robo t urm
is developed , The hydrodynamic torques were developed based on Morison 's equatiun
and dimensiona l analysis. The hydrodynamic model and the dissipating forces were then
incorpo rated into the equations of motion of the two-link arm , T he model is nut expec ted
to perform accurately, due to a lack of hydrodynam ic data for cylinders with two 1'r~'C
ends moving randomly in the plane and the effects of one cyli nder on the other. The
model is useful however in identifying the dimen sional anddimen sionless paramete rs that
affect the jo int torques. and in what measure they do so. These parameters constitu te une
of the input sets tried in the neural network described in chapter 5,
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3.1 Ana lysis of a Two-Link Plan ar Revolute J oint Arm
App lying d imensional analysis (Sharp et al. 1992) to the one-link configuration
undergoing steady translations and rotations shown in figure 3-1, we obtain a function lor
the torque depending on the independent parame ters that influence its determina tion:
I ' 0 ¢ (u" b, 6, L, D, p, , )
3-1-1
where :
I. - Lengt h of the link
j) - Diame ter of the link
",_• Normal veloc ity ( 1/,,"' II.. (:0.1' 0 )
II" - Translational velocity of the base
.,I' - Torque at the joint
p • Density of the fluid
II - Kinematic viscosity o f the fluid
o - Angle betwee n the link and II~
(j - Rotational ve locity
[m)
[rn]
[m/sec]
[m/sec }
[N.m]
[Kg/m']
[m!/sec ]
[radians)
[rad/sec]
As a flrst case we analyze the drag force on the single link when the translational veloci ty
II " is cons tant and the rotational veloci ty iJequals zero. In this case the torque at the j oint,
due to the drag force on the link, may be expressed through the followi ng functional
equation:
3- 1-2
Y.
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Figure3·1 One-Link PlanarArm Model (VelocityProfile)
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Using dimensional analysis the above equation can be reduced to a function of
dimensionless parameters.
Compounding the pi terms gives :
)- 1-)
Applying Morison's equat ion 10 this case a similar expresion is obtained for the
torque ut (he joint:
) -1-4
In this case the drag coefficient ell • the term in the right hand side of equation
3-1-3. is a function ofthe Reynolds number and the U D parameter and is constant along
lite link. exceptncar thefreeends.
Ina secondcase. where the translational velocity is zero andthe rotational velocity
is constant . dimensional analysis yields the following functional equation after
]9
compou nding:
," [0 L' L )
pDL4/i " q, ----;-'0 3- 1-5
Here dimen sional analysis yields the so called rotmional Reynolds number.t he tirsl
tenn inside the parentheses in equation 3-1-5 (Olds huc. I( 83): the conventional Reyno lds
number wou ld be differe nt along the length of the link. Once again upplyiug Murison' s
equation and integrating along the link gives:
] -1-6
In this case the drag coefficien t depends on the dtmcnstonlcss pununcrcrsinside
the parentheses .
A third more general case involves simultaneous rotation and translation . '1'1\:
significant functional equation s obtained from dimensional analysis arc:
,', (0 L' OL I.)
pDtPL4 = q, ---;-' u"cosl1 ' 0 3-1-8
Following is an attempt to generalize the case of a revolute multiple link
manipulator moving in the plane by applying Morison's equation (figure 3·2 ). th e lell
hand side term in equation 3· 1-7 or 3-1·8 constitute the drag coefficient.
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The vert ical and horizontal velocity distribut ion along a link i can bewritten as:
3-1-9
3· 1-10
In the above equations x, andy, denote the local coordinatesystem, x, equalszero
at the joint i and L, at the joint ;+1. Equation (3· 1·10) is of the type I (x,) ;::A/x, +8"
where A, is equa l 10 the sum of all angula r velocities preceding link t , including the
angular velocity of link i , and H; is the sum of the second and third terms in equation
(3-1-10). J,p and q are counte rs. The coefficien ts A, and 8 , can be fou nd from:
A , ' EO,
,., 3-1-11
3-1-12
The joint displacements 9, (I) and the transla tional velocity of the base arc
functions of time r. In the scope of this thesis only steady translations and rotations were
tried. but even a l constemtrenslauonal velocity (U,,(l) = constant) andconstant rotational
velocity (8,(/) = constant), accelerations exist since the velocities IIJ,/(x, . I) and uAt)
also depend on.the configuration or the arm. The velocitiesand accelerations are used to
calculate the drag and inertia terms in Morison's equation.
The following expressionscompute the accelerations in they, and x/ directions:
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3-1-14
In order 10 find the drag component of the force acting along the link l, we must integrate
the first term of Morison's equat ion from 0 to Lio However the solution of the integral of
the express ion docs not have a common closed form for ev ery con figuration of the ar m.
In the case where -B/ A,<= 0 and -R,fA;>'"L/. it is sufficient to have one interval
for the integration from 0 to L, . However if 0 < -B, IA, < L, then two integration
intervals are needed. The integration intervalsare from 0 to -O,lA, and from -B/ A, to L,.
If .n/A, <= 0 or -B,IAI >= L1 (case I, figure3-4) then:
I.,f::; '" 1P D;CV),/sgll (Uy/(Lj))!(A/X;+B/ )2dx/
o
e.. 1. D [f",L, .Bd _!!II
•.~. 2 P , CDr l .rgn{U,;(Li II 3A
j
3A
j
3-1-16
3-1-17
If -B/A I >0 and -n/ AI < Lj (case II, figuTC 3-4) then:
"f.~, • ~ pD,CD" '8" (-U" (L,IIIf",x,.B,)' ,n,
,.,
Ib~1 " t pD;C/)!i sgl/(Il, ;{L; )J JfA;xj +Bj )2 dx,
D,
-;4,
3-1-)8
3-1-20
3-1·21
The torqueon joint j caused by the y;drag component of the hydrodynamic force
on link I by 1/, / can be dete rmined from the following express ion:
3-)-22
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Excluding the links preceding we can lind an expression for the total torque on
joint} caused by the y, drag component of the forces acting on the links follow ing link
3-1-23
Taking into account equations J -)-7 and 3-1-8 from dimensional analysis. and
equations 3-1-1I and 3- 1-12. the drag coefficients can be described by either of the
lollowing functional equations:
3-1-24
For case I (figure 3-4) em and C", can be obtained from :
3-1-25
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For case II (figure 3. 5):
"
"j(Ar ;+BdxicU;
o _ 1 Bi
H, --4~
-A;
[ (A,V B,)'dx,
c.~ . -"-;;----
t-,
J(A;x/+Bdxi tU';
e,
:;;
f (A ,x,. B,)'dx,
.!!..:
A,
3-1-26
In a similar way we can determine the drag X; component of the hydrodynamic
force acting on link i :
3-1-27
The torque on joint j caused by the drag X; component of the hydrodynamic force on link
I by 11,/ can be determined from the following expression:
3-1-28
Excluding the links preceding, we can find an expression for the total torque on joil l! i
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caused by the x, drag component of the forcesacting on the links following link j :
3· 1·29
The total torque on jo int j caused by the drag force on the following links,
including link} can be determined from the summation:
3-1-30
The inertia component of Morison' s equation, in they , and x, direct ions, can be
calcu lated in a way similar to the drag component. This inertia component will be zero
in the case of a single link undergoing either constant rotation or constant translation.
However the simple combinationof constant rotation and constanttranslation will result
in accclcrctlon. For the general case of accelerated motion. 8, -.e O and u" -.eO, the
acceleration distribution function along the link i is of the typej{ x) = Mj x, + N;where:
M , ' t 9,
,.,
3-1-31
3-1-32
'"
In the case where -N,IM, < = 0 and -N/AI,> = L, • it is sufficient 10 hnvc one
interval for the integration from 0 to Lt . If 0 < -N,IM; < l., then there are two integration
intervals. The integration intervals are from 0 to .N,IM, lind from .N,IM, \0 L~ If .N,IM,
<0:: 0 and .N,IAI; >= L; (case I) then:
If .N,IM, >0 and -N,IM; < L; (case 11) then:
N,
' M;
fa~ ; = eMy; p*D;2sgn(-u,.dL ;)) [ (M,.x;+N;) dx,
,.,
f:' ; = CMyl P~D/ SSII{liy;{L;))£(Mjx;+N;) dx;
. -!.
M,
3·1·33
3·1·3'
The torque on joint j caused by the Yi inertia component of the hydrodynamic force on
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link; by u" can be determined from the follow ing expression:
Excluding the links preceding} we can find an expression for the total torque on joint
j caused by rhc y, inertia component of the forces acting on the links following link}:
3-1-36
The inertia coefficients can be described by either of the following functional equations:
3-1-37
For case I ('''I and eN can be obtained from:
3-1-38
Clt~ '" 0
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For ease II:
",
-M;
[ (M;X/+NdX/dt i 1 N
i
-;if, : -3M;
f (M,x, 'N;)dx,
c
L,
f (M,x,' N;) x,dx,
N,
-~
t,
f (M,x, ' N,jdx,
N,
"AT,
The inertia component ofthc force in the x, direction is eq ual to:
3- )·39
3- )·40
The torque onjointj caused by the inertia x, component of the hydrodynamic force
on link i due to Ii.." can be determined from the following expression:
3-1-41
The total torque on joi nt j caused by the inertia force on the following links,
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excluding link} can be determined from:
3-1-42
The total torque on jo int j caused by the inertia force on the following links.
including link} can be determined from the summation:
3· }-43
Then the lotal torque caused by the hydrodynamics forces on linkj is equal to:
3-] -44
In the case of our model it is important to consider the effects of the relative
positionof the two links, the parallel distanceand the planar angle between the two links,
on the drag and inertia coefficients. These factors will be included in the neural network
identification routine described in chapter 5.
3.2 Mechanical Losses
Friction is often neglected because it is difficult to model and poorly understood.
In robotic manipulators friction can account for as much as one third of the applied
torque. This is 110t the caseof a manipulator moving underwater, where the hydrodynamic
forces usually dwarf the frictional and dynamic forces. Nevertheless friction is nOI
negligible because underwater robot arms often have special sealing systems able to cope
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with high pressures.and these increase friction at the joints (Y~'ltcr ~I at . 199 1). Inc
static-kinetic friction transition ncar zero velocity causes stick-slip behaviour 111.11 limits
the fidelity of position and control. In addition the load and velocity OcpL, kicI1I.."C til'
friclion degrades the tracking ability of simple controllers.
The purpose of including a brief account of mechanical losses in Ihi ~ wor k is Itl
try 10 isolate the hydrodynamic forces. Rather than come up with a new mudd. fhc
(rea/men! of friction here will be patternedaficr Dupont. I993 and Dhanarai , ]9C)O,
Our model Wil li designed bearing in mind the need III isolate the hydrodynamic
forces. and although this is not entirely possible. steps were taken in order ttl minimize
the effect of fr iction and other dissipat ing phenomena. In faci calibration shows (hut the
overall dissipating torques. incJudinc dynamictorques. arc insigr;licant but not negligibh:
in comparison with the overall torque (less than 2% of the measured torque). ·1l1e
calibration was conducted on the physical model by measuring the torques at the joints
while unloaded and out of the water.
The unloaded frictional torque for a lubricated ball bearing appears tn follow the
Petroff law (Dimarogonas. 1989):
,
r! '" f"d J(P.II )l 3·2· 1
In the above exprcssk j J:. is a function of the type of bcuring found in mn.~1
manufacturers' catalogues, d is the pitch diameter of the bearing, 1J is the dynamic
viscosity of the lubricant and n is the speed of rotation in RPM. A loaded bearing,
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however. seems to follow the Coulomb law:
3-2-2
where/, and c dcp:;orlll upon the type of bearing, W is the applied equ ivalent radiallcad.
and C:, is the static load capacity of the bearing. Notice that the units in the above
expressions should beconsistent. Rough estimates of coefficients of friction can be found
in manufacturers catalogues.
The friction of a lip oil sea l is much more difficult to model. It is non-linear and
depends on many parameters (Czc rnik and Horve 1993). A good approximation of th is
frictional torque can beobtained from:
where.I,; is the coe fficient of friction between the materiel of the seal and the material of
the shaft (for a shaft of polished steel!. :::(l.5). R,. is the interference load between the
shaft and the seal (RI. :::{),08 for recommended values of tolerances) and R, is the radius
of the shalt
Thus. the total torque at a given join t due to frictional effects is equal to :
-rl = -rf, + -rf + .,f
3-2-4
It should be noted lhal the direction of the frictional torque is always opposite 10 the
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rotation of the joint. a signum function added to the expression accounts for it. Thc above
equations are empirical. and while it is possible to identify the dominant sources of
friction in a given system, the actual parameter values should he identified hy
experiments. since the above expressions do not provide exact results. Because of the
complexity of friction models in individual components, robotic researchers typically
consider an aggregate friction model for each joi nt of the robotic arm (Dupont. 19tH ).
The calibration of the dissipating torques has been included in the idcmificution routine.
The dissipation of energy in the gear train and in the timing belt transmission were also
considered follow ing the manufacturer' s recomendations.
3.3 The dynamic equation s of motion
The equations of motion of the manipulator arc a description of the relationship
between the input joint torques and the motion of the arm linkage. The inverse dynamics
problem is solved to calculate the input torques necessary to obtain u desired output. The
forward dynamics problem solution, the calculation of the motion given the input torques,
is mainly used in simulations, The above mentioned process yields the closed-form
dynamic equations of motion which can be derived through different methods abounding
in the literature,
In the scope of this thesis. however, efficient algorithms for the solution of the
inverse dynamics problem will not be discussed: we will be almost entirely relying on
Asada and Siotine (1986) and Schilling (1990) for the derivation of the equations of
motion, The choic e of this thesis is the Lagrangian formulation, which describes the
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behaviour of the dynamic system in terms energy. in. read of dealing with forces and
moments of individual members as the Newton-Euler formulation docs. The Lagrangian
approach has the advantage that each of the terms in the final closed-form equation has
a simple physical interpretation in terms of such things as manipulator inertia, gravity,
friction, hydrodynamic. and Coriolis and centrifugal forces. The Lagranian can bewritten
where T is the total kinetic energy and U is the potential energy stored in the dynamic
system. Ihe equations of motion arc given by:
3-3-2
Here Qj is the generalized load correspondingto the generalizedcoordinateq, The
generalized loads ate residual loads acting on the arm once the loads associated with
kinetic and potential energyare removed.In our case, the friction andhydrodynamicloads
arc generalizedloads.
The kinetic energy of a link t in a planar revolute manipulator (figure3-2) has the form:
3-3-3
Then the total kinetic energy of the linkage is:
3-3-4
In the above expressio n ni l is the mass of the link l , I , is the inert ia tensor at the centroid
of the link, expressed in the base cco rdinetes, lid is the velocity vector of the centroid of
the link j , WI is the angular vector with reference to the base coord inate and ,I,. and '/.1
are the Jacobian matrices for linear and angular velocities respectively.
For a two link planar revolute joint urm the result is:
u • [0
" 1
3-3-5
3·3·6
Using the rotation matrix we determine the inert ia tensor of link 1 (a hollow
cylinder) and for link 2 (a solid cylinder) in the base coor dinates (figure 5·3):
- s in 6l cos 6J
cas 29J 3-3-7
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[
sinl(S. +8z> - sineS, +92)CO!l (9, +92)
m 1 1 2/2'"'48 (3D2 +4Li) - sin(8. +9J cos(9 . +92) cas2(S, +92)
o 0
The manipulator iT'lC'rtia tensor matrix is a matrix based on the individual inertia tensors:
HZ2 2 m l /../\ +/, +IIlZ{L,Z+L}'z+2L.Lc1cos9z)+/z
HZ) =m1L .Lctcos 92+m ZL}2+/ 2
H12 =mzL, Lc2cos 82+1II2L,22+/z
HH ~m2L}2 + /2
Now the first term ill the Lagrangian formulation can becalculated:
3-3-9
3-3-10
3·3· 11
Excluding the gravity forces we obtain an expression for the general ized loud at joint i :
where:
" " .
Q, " EH'j4j ' EE" 'j,Qj4,
j _1 j -l k .l 3· 3-12
3-3- 13
The first term of equeuca 3-2- 12 represents the inertia torques. including interaction
torques, and the second accounts for the Coriolis and centrifugal effec ts. Notice that the
gravity term has not been included since the two link planar model moves in u plane
perpendicular to the direction of the gravity and buoyancy forces. However these IlJTC.:S
and reaction moments will have to be taken into account while calculating the friction at
the joints. The friction, includ ing the efficiency of the transmission, and the hydrodynamic
forces will be included in the generalized load Qi ' However because they UTe difficult In
model the friction and transmission effects were experimentally calib rated.
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The torques at the joints I and 2 due only to dynamic loads are:
T; IH :ll llu+H22 i)r +H2.l1)2j + (j 1{j211 22 3 ~iJ2 11 2.U
[
Z 111 1{3D1
Z+d 1
2
+4L I
Z) 2
= m.tfl + 48 +nlZ(L I +L(2+ 2 L IL' 2cos 82l
3·3 -15
The manipulator model developed for this work has the second link remotely
d riven. as shown in figure 4·3 . by a timing be lt powered al the base. This eliminates the
reaction torque ut joint 2 and only an insignificant friction torque remains.
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Therefore the virtua l dyn amic torques exe rted at the joints TI and T: are:
3-J· 16
A program for the computatio n of the jo int torques based on lhe uunhcnuulc at modcl is
listed in Appendix D.2. Output from the mode l will be compared with exper imental da ta
in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4
Wave Tank Experiment
4.1 Design of the Two-Li nk Planar Revolute Arm Model
111c experimental mod el designed 10measu re joint torques was a two-link planar,
fully revolute ann. The model itself has two degrees of freedom, moving only in the
hori zontal pl ane. II was mounted on the lowing carrier in the wave lank facility at the
Memor ial Uni versity of Newfoundland .
A p ic ture of the setup QuI of the water is presented in figure 4-1 . The two links
arc independent ly driven , the second li nk is driven from the bas e (sec equation 3-3·16).
The first link , figure 4·3. is hollow and is dri ven by a DC motor, a gear train with a
reduction ta te of 25 and a vertical hollow shaft. figure 4-2. A torque sensor has been
mo u nted between the DC mot or and the gear t rain, coupled with compensating cou plings
as rec ommended by the senso r's manufac turer in order to eliminate radial and axial loads.
The geartra in and the vertica l hollow shaft are mounted on high precision self-aligning
bearings. This compensates for manufacturing errors and minimizes friction. The gears
Figure 4-1 Experimental Setup of a Two-Link Underwater Arm Model
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Compensating
Couplings
Figure 4-2 Detail of the Driving Section of the Setup
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Figure ...·3 Two-Link Underwater Arm Model
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arc also high pr ecision and with minima l backlash characteristics. This enables us to
measure reverse loads acc urately and 10 minimiz e friction as well.
The seco nd link is driven from the base by a second DCmoto r, a gea r trainof the
same characteristi cs as the first and a sha ft mounted on se lf -aligning bearing s inside the
hollow s hafiattached \0 the first l ink. A timing pulley is mounted at theend of thesh aft
and thro ugh a timing belt drives a second p ulley mou nted a t theen d ofthe hollowlink,
figure 4-3. A double-lip oil seal was ins talled between the two links. fortu nately the
friction du e \0 th e seal docs not depend o n the radia l loa d applied, and does not v ary
significa ntly with the re lative circular spee d betwe en the shan and the seal.
In order ( 0 measu re the posi tion of the links. potent iometers were installed in the
shuns of the gear trains.
4.2 Testin g
It is impo ssible to testevery possib le comb ination of configur ation and veloci ti es
since the numbe r is too great.
T he first Singe of the experi ment included towing the model at spe ed s rangi ng
from 0.3 10 1.25 nvsec while the joints were fixed at spe ci fic angu lar positi ons (fig ure
] ·2). Fo r example for th e angula r positio n of join t 1 01=0 . the ang ular posit ion of join t
2 was also set to 0)"'0, th e model was the n towcd at OJ m/sec. This constitutes one data
file. For tile sa me angu lar positions the m odel was towed at diffe rent spee d s from OJ
uvsccto t.25 m/sec. The same procedure was repeate d fo r different values of 91and 02'
Spliced by 15degree s. The upper limit of 1.25m/sec was set 10avoid high stre sses and
vibration s on the mechanism , T h e lower li mit of OJ m1sec is due to the f act that the
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torque sensors did not shed a ccurate readings below th is limit. Most man ipulator s 111'
AUVslRQVsw o rk well within thespecified lim its.
Thesecond stage consisted ofste adyrotat ionsand zcmtow ing velocity. I:irs!. j oint
1 was locked in posit io n while joint2 was rotated at di Ifcrcnt an gular velocities up 10
34 RPM s appro x imat e ly. A d atu me consists o f data collected at n specific angu lur
velocity, Secondly, joint 2 was locked in place while rotatingj oint I. A t thispoi nt it
mustbe noted t hat link 2 was driven from the base andjoint 2 was locked relative to Ill\:
base not 10 the first link. This means that inorder to virtua llylock the second linkrelative
tothe fi rst, the second joint had tobe ro tated from the ba se a\ the sameangular ve locity
as the first one . Fina lly, both j oints were rotated ar different ang ular veloc ities.
Thethird stage included steadytr anslation s (constant towing velocity ) urulrotations
ofboth links. The testi ng basic a llycons istedof a superposition o f the first ami thesecond
stage, needless to say that the possible number of com binations is elevat ed Since Ihe
lowing mechanism and the DC motors controls were ope ratedm anually by Iwo PCTl;OIlS
the total numb e r of d ata file s collected was lim ited. A lolal or 527 datu files were
collected .
4.3 Data Acquisition and Processing
Mosl e ccpe rlm e ntal se tups can be cons idered as syste m s, with input s ignals
provid ing excitation, and outp ut signals corresponding to someproperty of the syste m. In
ourcas e, forinstance, a model ora two- linkplan ar revolu te robot armunde r the inn ucnce
of the fluid in -w hlch it moves (input) would have as out put signals torques atthe j oints
caused by the drag fo rce acting onthe links. and the an gular positionof the two joints.
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Signa ls in the real w orld are continuo us arana log, m e aning th ey are de pendent o n
time even if theore tically they are not:noise inihe s yste m affects th e magnitude of th e
s ignal.The amount of processing wh ichcan be doneon analog signals is severely limited,
basically o n ly add it ion and multiplicationwit houtspecial ha r dware. B y converting analog
s ignals 10 digital form, a wide range of analysis becomes poss ible. Ho wever thi s
conversion hes m an y fac tors whic h inlluencc the s u bsequen t ana lys is and should be
considered.
Th e signal th at we wo uldnormally obtain from an e x cited transducer is analogin
most of th e cases. In our easewe received two anal og s ignals fr om the two Rota ry
Transformer Torque Sensors, and two analo g signals from the potentiomete rs. Usua ll y
the se analog signa ls need some pro cessing b efore co nverting them to digital form.
The mo st common type of analog s ignal proc e ssing e ncounter ed is ampllflca tion
an d mtcring. Amp lificatio n is sim ply the mult iplication o f 11 signal by some consta nt
a mount in orderto boost the signa l that may be small. All s ignals lire affected by rando m
noise from circuit d evices and syste maticno ise from fixed so urces lik e AC po wer lin e s.
Systematic noise c o uld be eliminated bycarefully arran gin g the exp e rimental set up. b ut
ra ndom n oi se can never really be e liminated, only reduced in significa nce.
Conditionin g a sig n al usually means comparin g two signals fr oma simila r source
a nd ampli fying the difference in those signa ls. Since the random noi se is present in both
signals. th e effect of rand o m noise is greatl y reduce d , as it is basically subtraced fro m
itself. leaving only the s ignal T he other way to reduce no ise in a signa l is throu gh
filtering. T his is best des cr ibed in the freq uency domain , where a filter is basically a
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window whichlets certain frequenc iesthroughand b locksothe rs. The mostcommontype
of filter is the low pass filte r whic h lets all frequencies bello w a certain frequency puss
through. Inthisman ner, the effect of higher frequency random noise and systematicnoise
is reduced.
AIDconversion is usually pe rformed by Dcomputer w ithnspecial AID hardware.
Thecomputer could be a PC, a Workstat ion or a VAX, or it co u ld he the build-In
microprocessor o f an oscilloscope . AID converters are rated by two primary features.
resolution andspe ed. The resolution of an N D convener refers to howmany discre te
stepsit can divide its inp u t into. Th e more stepsthe higher the reso lution. Th is number
of steps is usually a power of two, sincethe AIDinte racts with a digital computer. Some
manufacturers refer to the number of steps whenspecifying their A I D conve ners.hut it
is more common to refer to thepo wer of two. A co nverter with 256 stepsis referred to
as an8 bit converter.CommonAID convertersused in experiments arc 10,12. or If) bit.
Theinput rangeis oneof the impo rtant cha racteristics of AID convert ers. Thi s refers ttl
therange of inputs voltages allowe d. Forexample . a 16 bit converter witha +1· 10 vo lt
range is able to discriminate a 0 .3 mV change in input: o n the o ther hand a If! bit
converter with +1· I volt input can discriminate a 30 micro vult chan ge. The ability to
measure a sma ller chan ge in voltage is referred to as higher sensitivity. Another
importan t parameter of an NO converters is its speed. or rare of conversion. usually
measured inconv ersions per seco nd (hertz ). Agood converte r would have a conversion
rateof approximately 50 Hz. This rate is usually higher than typically required for an
experiment. Most manufact urers of data acquisition hardware , like National Instruments.
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lor instance. provid e scnw ere forthe design of thedata acquisilion setup and also (or the
data proccsslng.
The tcst5conducted hen:sampleddata at a rate of20 Hz with a Y.dthley 500 AID
converter . Theoutp ut data file registeredvalues of the joint torques in N.m • considering
the reduc tion rate o rihe gea r train, the angu lar position of the two jo ints and the carrier' s
velocity. The angu lar veloc itieswere computed by filtering the angular position arrays.
for smo othing, wit h the Signal Processing Toolbo x from MATLAB. and then
d ilTcrcntia ling the resulting arrays in lime. A second differen tiation produced the joint
accelera tions. In s ummary . the raw data file contained the following parameters:
7", • Torq ue at join t I
T~· Torq ue at join t 2
8, • Angu lar positi on of joi n! I
0: · Angular posit ion of jo int 2
I I.. ' Velocit y of the carrier
[N.m]
[N.m)
[decrees]
[degrees]
[m/sec]
The fileprocessed wi th MA TLA B contained the following parameters:
7~ . Torqueat joint I
7~ . Torqueat joint 2
(J/ • Angular posit ion of jo int I (filtered)
O~ · Angular positio n orjo int 2 (filtered)
1/,, ' Velocity of the carrie r {flltered)
6, . Angular veloc ity of joint 1
6~ . Angular veloc ity or jo int 2
[N.m)
[N.m)
{radians]
[radians}
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The resulting file from MATLAB was processed with the program listed in
appendix B.2 in order to obta in the parameters listed in the table \11' appendix C. This
program contains the marhcmmica l model described in chapter J und prepared the data
file used to train and test the Neural Network.
4.4 Neural Network Syste m Identifica tion
The procedure used to design, train and testthe neural nels used in jhe scnpc of
this work is outlined in Appendix A. The method used to trnln the network i:-l
backpropagation with supervised learning, This means that the program tmining the uct
compares the output from the net with reliable lest results: it then generates un error
which is used 10 adjust the weights in the net. A significant number or cycles were
required 10 train the nets used here . The meln objective wns to train a neuralnetwork SIl
it would perform accura tely enough when presented with new data
For the two-link configurat ion shown in figure 3-2 ,thc net would luuksomething
like the one shown in Figur e 4-4.
The objective was to train a neural net of the type rep resented in figure 4·4, 10
compute the joint torques in the two link arm of figure 4 -1, when presented with
kinematic and dynamic data. Two different input layers were tried. In the first one the
following input data were presented:
u, Velocity of the carrier Imlsl
0,, 01 Joint ang les [radians]
cO /,cO, Costnus of the joint angles
8, ,8, Joint angula r velocities [rudians/s]
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The second inputlayer of the neural network trained included the follo wing datu:
71 ' T~ Jo int torques computed following the procedure outlined in d l1lfllcr J. hUI
wi th drag and inertia coefficients cq ualio I.
Re. , Re~ Re ynolds numbers for links I and 2
Rei, . Rail Rot ational Reynolds numbers for l inks 1and 2
KC" KC.. Variationof the Keulegan-Carpcntcr numbers
8/ .9] Jo int angles
In bothcases thejoi nl lorques obtained exper imentally. 'Ii and (, we re thelurget
output to be matched by bo th neural networks.The parameters included in the second
ne ural n et work were defined bydimensional analys is and by the upplicatiou o r Morison 's
e quation to this cascoIn the second case the mathematical m odel describe d in chapte r 3
was "fo rced" into the network: so mething simila r 10 what was don e hy Znmaya and
Na bhan (1993) fo r the decen traliz ed neuro-adaptive contro ller for robot motion. As a
point of interest we note that the second neural ne t required less traini ng hcr urlons tlum
the first one: once trained both networks exhibited similar pc nbrmunce. Notice tha t the
d imensions of the links and the physical propertie s of the Fluid have not be en included
since they wereth e same fo r ali lhe samples taken. Boihneura l nets w ere traincd with 150
sets of data and 8,000itera tions, using the steepest descent method, yie'ding licceplllbic
results. Howeve r as it can be app reciated from the mathematica l model described in
chapter 3, the to rques at j o ints I a nd 2 depend on the same parameters but in dlffcrc ut
measure. This is probably why when sutflcicnrly trai nedthe net gives accura te results fur
the torque at one joint but not the other. It was then dec ided to tr y a neu ral net with
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parallel middle layers and common input and outp ut layers. figure 4-S . Th is is the SOIllIe
as having two separate nels. one for each output. Then the error from one output will
affect the correction o f weights that generate that output but it willhuvc 110 ~llrinl:! in the
weigh ts that genera te the other output. The result was that less neurons in each middle
layer could beused. as compared to the common middle layer 111.'1. uudthe results were
accura te for both joints. Also fewer cycles were needed to tr ain the net.
The fit of the tra ining. data and the performance against new dntu hus been
grap hically presented in chapter 5 for both types ufncuralncts. Also. a detailed ulgllrilhm
and program listing can be found in appendix A and B.
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Chapter 5
Experimen tal and Theoretical Results
A neural networkidentification program, as described in section 4.4 and appendix
A. was trai ned with selected data sets . The number of data sets included to train the
neural net was limited by the simple fact that !.hetime it takes 10 train a net increases
proportionally with the number of data sets. It was necessary 10 select a sufficient number
o f data sets that represented most combinations of velocities and angular positions while
al the same time keeping that number low in order to keep the train:llg time acceptable.
A neural net trained with an insufficient number of data sets. or with data which is not
representative of most combinations. will not respondto new data with an acceptable fit.
Another key factor is the number of neurons in the middle layer. The robustness of the
net is directly proportional 10 this number. but the time for one training cycle also
increases, A number or 24 neurons in the middle layer was determined by trial and error
as ihc minimum number or neurons that responds we ll to new data.
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The data sets used to train the neura l net arc tab ulated in uppcudlx C. The
performancesof twoneural netswerecompared:a neural net with u commonmiddle layer
and a neural net with two parallel middle layers (li gures 4·4 and 4-5 respectively).
Figure 5· 1 and 5-2 shows a plot of the torque computed by the net with CIl III IlUl Il
middle layer versus the experimental torque for jo ints 1 and 2 respectively. A straight
diagonal line is also plotted 10 visualize the error. the deviation from 1I straight line
denotes the difference between the lest torque and the torque computed by the net. This
is the response of the net 10 the training data itself The lit would nol improve utter SOOll
training cycles. In figure 5-3 and 5-4 some of the same values arc plott ed in a di fferent
way, the torque computed by the net ( a solid line) and Ihc experirncntnlmrq uc ( (l ) are
plotted in the same graph versus the time step index. For a sampling frequency of 20 l iz
each step corresponds to 0.05 seconds.
Figures 5-5 through 5-10 are similar to the figures described in Ihe previous
paragraph bUIfor a neural net with parallel middle [ayers (section 4.4) . This network has
two middle layers with 24 neurons each. Each middle layer connects 10 only one neuron
in the output layer. It can beseen from figures 5-9 and 5-10 Ihal u fit similar to the one
represented in figures 5-1 and 5-2 is achieved after only 2000 training cycles. This is due
10 Ihe fact thai the algorithm calculating the adjustment of the weights has IUdeal with
only one error instead of two.
Figures 5-11 through 5-18 show the parameters of a data liIe selected 10 cuntaiu
angular velocities of hath links and towing velocity not equal 10 zero. Figure 5-11 and
5-12 give both the raw and the filtered experimental torques for joints I and 2
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respect ively. T he rest of the graphs contain the angular velocities of both joints and the
angular positio ns. The angula r position of jo int 2 with respect to the base (01 + O~ ) is also
d isplayed . These data sets were fed intu the trained neural net with paralle l midd le layers.
The results arc plotted in figures 5-19 through 5.22 . The neura l net with parallel middle
layer per formed much better then the net with II common middle layer when prese nted
with the same new data sets. It seems that for this specific problem the parallel scheme
is more robust.
The experimental joint torques were compared to those calculated using the
mathematical model based on Morison's Equation and the dynamic equations of motion
(chapter ]) , The results are plotted in figures 5-23 and 5-24. The mathematical model was
based on the equations of motion including hydrodynamic forces and friction. It did not
include. however. the effect of the two free ends of both links and the ncar effect of one
link on the other. A computer program was developed in order to obtain a numerical
output that could be compared to test results. There was an expected discrepancy that
could be partially explained by the fact that infinite cylinder data was used in the
mathematical model. meaning that three dimensionality effects and the effec ts of other
bodies (the other link) were not accounted for. Although the output from thc
mathematical model was not lar off the test results. there is obviously II need to usc II
more accurate method for determining the torque at the joints. particularly for applications
r~-qu i ring high precision. i.e. motion contro l. Finding drag coefficients that account for
every possible conflgurntion can be difficult not to mention time consuming since for a
multiple link planar arm the drag and inertia coefficient are nested inside each other. The
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mechanical losses and the dynamicloads were negligible whencompared tothe magnitude
of the hydrodynamic forces.
The limited data prin ted in this thesi s served the purpose of illuslTming the
phenomena and the applicabil ity of the neural network 10 this pro blem . A companion disk
contains the totality of the data collected during the experiments, over SOil Fllcs. In elIse
the disk is missing the samecanhe obtained from the OERC. Faculty or Engineering lU1l1
Applied Science. Memorial Universityof Newfoundland. This contains utilities to display
the data on the screen and a script liIe \0 manipulate the data using MATLAB. A
README file explains the procedure to follow and the contents til' the disk in dcmil.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
A mathematical model for hydrodynamic loads on a robo t arm b ased (In
Morison 's Equation and dimensional analysis has been developed. T he model tonk into
consideration the non-uniform distribution of the hydrodynamic forces along the link
through three dimensionless parameters, namely the Reynolds number (Re), the rolational
Reynolds number (ReI) and the modified Keulegan-Carpcnter number (KC) . which were
obtained from dimensional analysis. However the drag and inertia coe fficients arc nested
one inside the other, for the case of the two-link model (the torque on link 1 depends en
the force on the link 2 and its distribution). This makes lt very difficult \0 prescm an
expression for each drag and inertia coefficient since one drag coe fficient would be a
function of the other. The drag and inertia coefficients were conside red constant for the
integration of the force along the link. T his was however corrected by making each drag
and inertia coefficient a function of the three noted dime nsionless parameters. T he
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hydrodynamic forces were incorpo rated into the equations of motions using the
Lagrangian formulation. An attempt to model friction revealed that for the given
experimental model many unknowns remained. The conclusion was that the theo retical
model for the mechanical losses was not going 10 shed accurate results , and therefore it
was decided to calibrate them experimentally.
A physical model of II two- link planar revolute joint armwas constructed. Special
cerewastaken to ensureminimalfrictionand backlasheffects. that would haveprevented
us from taking accurate measurements, particularly during sudden reverse loads. Given
the complexity of the data and the number of parameters involved, it was decided to use
II neural network identification program. The neural nels trained well and responded
adequately to new data. Th is suggest s that it could be used by control designers.
The mathematica l model performed poorer than the neural network identification
program due to it being based on infinite cylinder data.
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Chapter 7
Recomm endations
There are few options open as a follow-up of this research. The sameexperimental
model could be used to test the behaviour of the torques, caused by hydrodynamic forces,
in response to accelerated motions. or in the presence of waves. A number of links with
different UD ratios could be constructed and tested, and the distance between the axis of
the two cylinders, TID, could also be changed. A more sophisticated controller for the
revolutions of the DC motors is strongly recommended. II. model of the body (If an
AUVIROV could also be placed ncar the two-link model in order to gain II better
understanding of the body-manipulator interaction.
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Appendix A
Neural Network System Identification
For the two-link ccnflguratlcn shown in figure3-2 ,the net would look something
like the one sho wn in figure4-4 . The net maps inpu ts, Ri, to outputs. Ro.The squashing
of the middle layer out puts, Rm, is critical for a good map. Most NNI also squash the
overall net output. The output from the net is:
MET
RaU l " ~ Wo( J,1) n Rm( J II
The ou tput from the midd le layer is:
<IN
Rm (Ji " E Wi IJ,I l RiI I)/-,
A- I
A-2
The we ights between the input layer and the midd le layer , Wi, form u matrix o f
NET by KIN. where NET is the number of neu rons in the middle layer and KIN the
number of inpu ts plus I. Theweights between the middle layer and the output layer, wo,
form a matrix ofMET by KON. where MET is the number ofneurons in the middle layer
plus I nod KON the number of outputs.
Thegoal is to find the output and input weights, Wo and Wi, which make the net
output, Ro, match the targetoutput RI . One could find Wa andWi by random search. but
it would be very slow. Most NNI uscback propagation to findthe weights. The first step
11'
is 10 form for each input a n error:
e ~ (Ro - Rt 1
[\.J
The goal is \0 minim ize the squared error from the nc r:
A·'
The sensitiv ities w ith respectto the weights a rc:
KIN KON
dE E t'
----aw- weiglllS A-5
Here we use these in a Steepest De scent Iteration 10 find the weights. Th e method varies
the parameters in a direct ion whe re the value of the fit cr iterion is decreasing mllsl
steeply. It has the advanta ge of bei ng reliable as long as the adopted ste p length is short
enough.T he obv ious disadvantage is that sometimes the step ha s \0 be so small that it can
take endless cycles of ite rations to findthe desired fit. In the following expression the
index "old" refers to the value obtained in the previous iteration, and "new" will be lhc
result of the iterati on being computed:
T he Steepes t Desc ent Iterati on has be en used here to train th e neural net work
identification routine, but it has been suggested in Reich 1992, that s ince it is slow but
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reliable il could be used to find only an initial fit suitable as a starting point for a faster
iteration method. The parameter k in 5·6 has been added to promote iteration stability.
The algorithms in this thesis have been represented using a flow chart type called
g -Tcchnclo gy (Vclbitskii, 1984). This method of representation was devised in the former
Soviet Union, Ukraine, in the 1960 's. It was supposed 10 evolve in to a programming
language. It never did and was neither widely used even though it became a government
standard in 1985 (GOST 19.005-85). Some of the advantages are the ability to write the
fuJIequation and the ease of representing multiple choices. something very inconvenient
to represent using the traditional flow charts. Following is a very brief summary of how
it works:
I) The arrows (figure A-I a through f) function like aone way valve, the flow docs
not go against an arrow; e.g. from 0 the flow may go in the C. D or B directions
but not in the A direct ion (figure A- la).
2) Directions to the len have priority over directions to the right; e.g. if allowed, the
flow will go first in the C or 0 directions before following direction B (figure A-
In).
3) The directions have a descending priority from top to bottom; e.g. the flow will
try to follow direction A before following direc tions B or C (figure A- Ib).
4) The condition above the line have 10 be complied with before the flow can follow
lhe specified direction : c.g. If the condition is not satisfied lhe flow will not go
from 0 to A and the statement below the line wi ll not be executed (figure A- Ie).
With the help of this system multiple choices. loops and iterations arc readily and
a)
b)
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o
•
o (condit ion 1)
statement 1
(condition 2)
statement 1.
(condition)
statement
c)
A D
A
••
o
statement 1
A C
(condition2)
statement 2
d) 0)
B 0 (counteror condition) A C~.t;o(=====!!.---.statement
f)
Figure A-I
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clearly represented. An example of multiple choice is represented in figure A-Id. if
condition 1 is satisfied the flow will go from 0 to A even jfcondition 2 is also satisfied.
The• symbol mea ns that there is no cond itio n 10 be satisfied o r no statement 10 execute ,
and that the flow may go from 0 10 C unconditionally, however. this will only happen
if neither condition I no r condition 2 are sa tisfied. F igure A- Je rep resen ts an example of
an iteration. The • indica tes ther the flow will uncondit ionally go from 0 to A executing
statement I. then if condition 2 is satisfied it will go from A to B executing statement 2.
which will be repealed until condition 2 is no longer satisfied. then the flow will follow
the C direction. A combination of the two procedures described above are sufficient to
represent basically any algorithm, however, sometimes is ea..icr and more effective to usc
others. c.g. the counter or loop represented in figure A· Ir.The statement will beexecuted
until the counter reaches the end or until the condition is no longer satisfied. only then
docs the now continue in the C direction.
Following are the now charts of the Neural Network System Identification
program .
(KIT...O)KlT...O)
IT= IT+I
IOT = 1
@D
~ \~, _ul
>U (DATASET) output:(INPUT DAT A) (TRAINING INPUT )
(1NlTIAL WEIGIITS) (TRAINING OUTPUT) write to files:
IOT~I (OUTPUT UPDATE)
Witt, 1) ... Wi(NET, KIN)
IT- I (INPUT UPDATE)
Wo(l , 1) ... Wo(MET, KON)
TNETt (!) ... TNETl(KOT)
1NET2(!) ...1NET2(Kaf)
(KI T =O)
(MIDg;;~YER) (KIT.O)
(NET OUTPUT) output:
write to files:
TNETI( !) ... TNETI(KOT)
(IOT<KOT) 1N ETI(!) ... lNET2(KOT)
IOT= IOT+l
((I T <KI1) & (KlT"'O»
.~ .~ ..
Figure A-2 Neural NetworkIdentificationProgram
~
(/) ,-_... . .(/)
open training data file and read:
RATE,&, WIG
NET. KIN. KON
KIT, KOT.MAS
CH(I ) ... CF;(KlN)
POWER, CFo
T,(I) T,(KOl)
T I( I) T,CKOT)
T,(I) T,(KOl)
T,(I) T,(KOl)
Uo(l ) Uo(KOI")
8,(1) 9,(KOl)
8,(1) ••. 9,(KOl)
c8,(I) c8,(KOl)
c8,(I) c8,(KOl)
8,(1) 8,(K01)
8,( 1) 8,(KOl)
Rc,(!) Rcl(KOT)
Re,(l) Re,(KOl)
RetlCt) Rctl(KOT)
Ret1(1) ,_. RCI1(K OT)
KC,(I) KC,(KOl)
Kc,(I) KC,(KOl)
MET...NET+l
input:
open input weights file and read:
Wi(l. l ) ... W;(NET. KIN)
openoutputweights file andread:
Wo(l , I) ... Wo(MET , KON)
Figure A-3 Routine reading training data from a file
1'1(1) ... 1'1(KOT)
T I(1) .•. T1(KOT)
l'J(I) ._l',(KOT)
T.(I) ••.T,(KOT)
Uo(l) Uo(KOT)
',(1) ',(KOT)
81(1) ..• 8l(KOl)
c81(1) ·.. c81(K01)
c81(1) c8:(KOl)
tll( I) tll(KOl)
9l(l ) _. Dl(KOT)
Rc1(J) _. Rel(KOT)
Rc~1) _. R~KOT)
Rell(1) .•. Rell(KOT)
Reli l) Rel1(KOl)
KCI(I) KCI(KOT)
KC,(I) KC,(K01)
(DATA SET)
o ill ut: ., e "0
p RoT(1):::<T1( lOl)
lOT RoT(2):::<T
1( 10T)
Ri( I)=,,\(IOT)
Ri(2) = ,,~10J)
Ri(3)=Uo(IOl)
Ri(4)=6 1(JOl)
1<;(5)='.(101)
Ri(6)=c6 1(IOT)
Ri(1)=c8 2(IOl)
Ri(S)= 81(lO"I)
Ri(9)=Il~IOl)
Ri(IO)=Re l (1OT)
1<;(1I) =Re,(IOT)
Ri(l2)- Rc I1(101)
Ri(13)= Rct2( IOT)
Ri(14)=KC)( IOl)
Ri(15)= KC;(lOT)
Ri(16)= 1
Note: /n this COSt KlN=J6 (11lt nlln~r ofinplds). includinga unityoffSt t.
Figure A·4 [j
QNifiAl. WEIGlITS)
(MAS=Oj
)f...J input: GWi= Random J ~I GWo=Random
",u
NET . KIN , KON, MA S, MET Wi(J,I ) :::: G\'!i CFi(I) I-I Wo(J.I)::::GWo CFo
output:
CFi(l) ... CFi(KIN), CFo Wi( I, I) ... W;(NET, KIN)
Wi(I , I) ... Wi(NET, KIN) (I< KIN) « I<KON) & (MAS- O»
\\'0(1. I) ... Wo(MET. KON)
Wo(l ,l ) ... Wo(MET, KON) 1=1+ 1 1-1+1
I ~I
I- I (J< NET) «J < MET) & (MAS: O))
J-1+1 J=J+l
(MAS- I)
Nole: TheparameterMAS indicates whetherwe want10 use the weightsfrom thejile orsumwith random Dna
FigureA-SInitial Weights Calculation (Done randomly)
IJ-iJ+ 1
11- 1
KKo'
INPUT TIiAI-NiNO'
(KK - I),-- -,
input; Wi(11, II)OWi(11,II)" 1 Ui(11:.' I,."]{)_O Wi(JJ, II) - Wi(JJ,II)+ 6 OUlpul ;
KK-l
, ~lID8tWr~YER wn.n., Wi(NET. KIN)JJ - 1 0i( 1. I. Il _ Oi(NET. K1N. 2)
II - I (KK-2) .~~~~esr;KIN. KON, POWER
~ RATE.MET, WIG WJ(JJ, l1)-Wi(J J.II).U ERROR
"'i(I,ll - WI(NET. KIN} 0;( 11. 11,Kkl - WRONG
"'0(1, 1) _ Wc(MET. KON)
:ti(I) _Ri(KlN)
~oT(I) _ RoT(KON)
(Kk <2)
KK- KK+I
(11<NET)
JJ - Jl + 1
KK-l
(11< K1N)
.. ... .
Figure A·6 Input Training Routine ~
CO=UTPUTTIWNING)
(U_I)
11 -11+1
JJ_ I
""_I
input: Wo(JJ' I!I"WOIJJ'I!I. ' j~'. ~I~O Wo(JJ,II )- Wo{JJ.lI)+t. outpul :
""-I p.nD8lffi.~YER i Wo( l, I) ... Wo(MET . KON)JJ- I 00(I , I,I) ._00(MET, KON.2)
II -I (KK-2) •~~oiii~,lIT, KI N. KON , POWER
RATE, MET, WIG Wo(JI.II ) -Wo(JJ.lIr~ ~R~
i(l,t) ..• Wi(JllET,K.lN ) Oo(JJ, II, KK)_WRONO
0(1. 1) _ Wo(MET. KON)
i(I ) _ Ri(Kl N)
oTt!) OM RoT(KON)
(KK<2)
KK_KK+ ]
(JJ<MEl)
JJ-JJ+ l
"".,
(II<KON)
.... .-
W.
Figure A·7 Output Training Routine 8
(M1DDLELAYE~
(Rm(I)~POWER)
1-1 +1
" rA
input: Rm(I) .. O Rm(I)"Rm(I)+Wi(I.J)Ri(J) Rm( I). 1+le Obl11 OUlpul:J- I. I= I Rm( I) ._ Rm( MEl)
Wi(I.I) _. WieNEr, hIN)
POWER
~ET.K.lN (J<KlN) (Rrn(I)<POWE R)
MET=NET+I 1-J+1 Rm(I)zO
Rm(MEl)= l
Ri(I)...Ri(KlN}
(I<NET)
....
Figure A·S Middle Layer Outp ut Routine
~
n<
(NETOUTPiJT)
input:
1",.I, J=1
Rm(I ) ... Rm(MET)
KON,MET
Wo(I , I) •.. Wo(MET, KON)
Ro(I) =O Ro(I)=R o(I)+ Wo(J, I)Rm(J)
(J <MET)
J..,J+l
(I<KON)
1= 1+1
output:
Ro(l) ... Ro(KON)
(ERROR)
0 . . , e . ' e .~
input: ON E=R oT( I)-Ro( l} , TWO-RoT(2)-Ro(2) output:
RoT(I), RoT(2) ~g~g:~~g~~~gl WRONG
Ro(I) , Ro(2)
WIG
FigureA·9 Subroutines forthe Net Outputandthe Error til
INPUT WEIGHT UPDATE
., • ., • ., I
I input:
0i(1 . I. 1) ... Oi(NET. KIN. 2)
Wi{!, I) ... Wi(NET , KIN)
NET, KIN. ~ RATE
J m l . l = l
, CO R_ :::-O",i(J.:.::I•.:;-~)~i-.()",i(J.:.::I'22)
Wi(J. I) =Wi{1. I)-COR RATE
(J< NET)
J .. J+ I
(I<KIN)
1=1+1
J-1
outpu t:
Wi{J. I) •• Wi{NET . KIN)
oirmrr YiEiGirfUPDATE
.-
~/i,li>,~·w~~K.~~· 2) I Wo(J.I )"Wo(J.I }-CORRATE
MET. KON.~. RA1'E
J .. I.I -I
I
mpuu COR_ Oo(J, I,: ~\..()o(J, I, 2)
(I< KON)
(J<MET)
J _ J + I
I-I
OOlj)ll t:
Wo(J. I) •. Wi(MET. KON)
Figure A·lO Update of the Input Weights and the Outpu t Weights f#
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Appendix B
8 .1 Neural Network Program Listing
Engineering and Applied Sciences
Memorial Universit y of Newfoundland
Th e following program will compute t he joint torques
of an underwate r robot arm model afte r it is tra ined
wi th reli able exper imental data
[N .m)
(N,ml
lradl
Im/s1
[rad/s]
Measured Joint Torques
Comp uted Torqu es (Mathematica l Mode ll
Joi nt ang les
Cosinuses of t he Joint Torques
Velocity of the Carrier
Angular Velocity at the Joints
Reynolds Number
Rotation al Reynolds Num::'er
Modif ied Keulegan-Carpent er Number
Input Weights
Output Wei ghts
Network Input s
Network Out puts
M iddle l ayer Outputs
Target Outputs
Number of Middle l ayer Neurons
Number of Inputs
Number of Outputs
Number of Training It erat ions (If KIT = 0 , Trained Network)
Numb er of Trainin g Set s
Torque com puted by t he Neural Net
The input data :
TAU1, 2
THETA1,2
CTHETA1,2
UO
THETADOT1,2
RE1.2
REn ,:.?
KC1,2
The Target Data :
TORQUE1,2
WI
WO
RI
RO
RM
ROT
NET
KIN
KON
KIT
KOT
TNET 1,2
c
c
C NEURAL NETWO RK JDENTIFICATION ROUTINE
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
12R
IMPLICIT REAL"S IA-H,O-ZI
REAL "S L1,D1 ,L2 ,D2,NU,RHO
DIMENSION RI(171,RMI561,RO(21,ROTI21,W1156,17j ,WOI56 ,21
DIMENSION 0 1(56 ,17,2I, OO{56,2 ,21,TOROUE112001,TOROUE2(200)
DIMENSION TAU 112001,TAU2(2001,TNET1(2001,TNET2f200l,U QI200l ,CFI( 171
DIMENSION THETA 11200),THETA2(200I,CTHETA11200l,CTHElA2120(l1
DIMENSION THETAOOT1(2001,THETADOT212001
DIMENSION KC1(2001.KC212001REl (200I,R E21200I,RET11200I. RET2(20Ol
CONSTANT DATA
PI.. 3.14 1592 6535 89793DO
D1 = 4. DO" 0 .025400
0 2 =2.00 "0.02 5400
NU =1 .41E-0 6
RHO;:: 1000 .0 0
OPEN FILES
OPENI5,fiIe = ' nnid.d' .status = '" Id' l
OPEN/6,f ile = ' nniwLd',status = 'old' l
OPEN!7 ,file = ' r mlwc.d' ,status '" 'old' )
OPEN(B,flle e ' nntt.c '.s tetus = 'old' i
DATA
READI5, "1 RATE,DEL,WIG
AEADI5, "1NET,KIN,KON
READ[5," 1KIT,KOT,M AS
READ (5, " ) ICFIUl,I= 1,1 41
READ(5, "1 POWER,CFO
INITIAL WEIGHTS
ISEEO= 123457
MET=NET +1
001 J =1 ,NEl
D011 = 1,KIN
IF[MAS.EO.Ol WIIJ ,1l=RANll SEEDj"CFIIII
IF(MAS.EO.T' READI5,"' WI{J,1l
1 CONTINUE
DO 2 J "'1 ,MET
DO 2 1= 1,KON
IF[MAS .EO.OI WOIJ,I)= AAN(1SEEOI"C FO
IFIMAS.EO. l } REAO(7," ' WO(J ,1l
2 CONTINUE
INPUT DATA
DO 3 10 T = ',KOT
READl5 , *)T AU' (lOTI,TORQUE' (lOTI,TAU 1110Tl,TOROUE2(lOTl
READ/5, °1UOIlOTl,THETA 1110T),THETA 2(JOTI,CTHETA 1110T)
READl5, °l CTHElA2UOTl ,THETAOOTl110Tl ,THETADOT2(IOTI
READI5, 0) RE1(lOTI,RE2110Tl ,RET1110T I.A El2110Tl
READl5 , 0 ) KC1 (lOTI ,KC2 (10Tl
3 CONTINUE
IFIKIT.EO.OI GO TO,a
DO 15 IT .. l ,KtT
D01510T =l,KOT
OATA ASSIGNMENT
AOT(1 ) = TORQUEl (lOT)
AOTI21= TOAQU E2(lOTI
AI(l } - 1.0 0
AI{21= THETADon nOTI
AI(31= THETA00T2110TI
AI(41= UOIIOTI
A1l51= CTHETA1(10Tl
RI(BI= CTHETA2110 Tj
AI/71= REl (lOTI
Ali a) :. RE2110TI
At19) '" AET1(lOTI
RI1101= REl2UOTl
Alll ll = KC1(10Tl
A11121 " Ke Z(lOT)
AI1131= THETA 1{lOTl
RH141= THETA ZUOTI
C
C TRAINING NETWORK
C INPUT TRAINING
C
00811 = 1,KIN
DO a JJ =>1,NET
D07KK =1 ,2
IF1KK.EQ.11 W I{JJ,1ll= WIIJJ,lI 1+DEL
IF/KK.EQ.21 Wl/JJ,II) =WlIJJ,IlI -Z.DO*DEL
MIDDLE LAYEA OUTPUT
0 0 51 ...1,NET
RM(I ) = 0.00
o04J= ' ,KIN
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RMUl =AMlI) +WI(I,J )* RI(JI
4 CONTINUE
IFlAM(I).GE.POWEA) RMlll = 1 .0DOIll.000 + OEXPI-RM(l lll
IF{RM(I).LT.POWER) RMUl= 0 .0 0
5 CON TINUE
RM(METl =1.0 00
NETOUTPUT
DO 61= 1,KO N
ROlJl= O.DO
DO 6 J = 1,MET
RO(lj .. RO{l) + WO(J, Il*RMIJ)
6 CONTINUE
C
C ERROR
C
ONE= ROT/ 1)-ROf1 )
TW O = ROT(2 1-RO(2 )
W RONG=OABSIONE)/4.50 0 + OABS(TWO l
W RONG=WRONGIWIG
OI{JJ,I1,KKI:: WRONG
7 CONTINUE
WIlJJ,1Il= WI(JJ,1l)+ DEL
8 CONTINUE
C
C OUTPUT TRAINING
C
0 013JJ =1.MET
DO 13 11 .,,1,KON
DO 12 KK = 1,2
IFIKK.EQ.1) WOIJJ, lI) = WOfJJ,Il) ...DEL
IF(KK.EQ.21 WO(JJ, IIl =WO IJJ,1I1-2.DO *DEL
MIDDLE LAYER OUTPU T
DO 101 .. 1, NET
RMII I .. O.OO
D09J .. 1,KIN
RMm=RM(IJ +W IU,J) *RIlJI
9 CONTINUE
IF(RMUl.GE.PQWERI RM{I! = 1.000/(1.000 + OEXP(-RMlIJIl
IFIRMUl.LT .POWER) RMUl = 0 .0 0
10 CONTI NUE
RM (METI '" 1 .0 0 0
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NET OUTPUT
D0111 =l ,KON
RO(l)= O.OO
DO 11 J = 1,MET
ROl l) e ROUl +WO (J, II " RMIJI
11 CONTINUE
C
C ERROR
C
ONE",ROTI1)-ROI1)
TWO ",ROTI21·ROI21
WRONG= DABS(ONEI/4.5DO+DABSITWOI
WRONG=WRO NG/WIG
OOIJJ,U,KKI '" WRONG
12 CONTINUE
WO(JJ,lI)=WOIJJ, II) + DEL
13 CONTINUE
C
C INPUT WEIGHT UPDATE
C
DO 14 1= l ,KIN
D014 J=l ,NET
COR = IOIIJ ,/ ,l )-OI(J. I,211/2 .DO/DEL
wua,u= WI(J ,Il· COR "RATE
14 CONTINUE
C
C OUTPUT WEIGHT UPDATE
C
DO 15J =1 .MET
DO 15J =1 ,KON
COR", (OOIJ, I,l l·0 0 (J ,I,21l/2.00/DEL
WOrJ,1l '" WOIJ.1J-COR"RATE
15 CONTINUE
C
C PRINT INPUT WEIGHTS
C
DO 16J = 1,NET
DO 16 1=1 .KIN
WAll E(6,"' WllJ,ll
16 CONTINUE
C
C PRINTOUTPUT WEIGHTS
C
DO 17 J = 1,MET
DO 171 =l ,KON
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WAITE(7. -I WOlJ.1l
17 CONTINUE
18 CONTINUE
DO 23 lOT - 1,KOT
C
C DATA ASSIGNMENT
C
ROTl1 I - TORQUE1110 TI
ROTl21- TORQUE2(10Tl
RHlI - 1.00
AIl2! - THETADOnUOn
Rl lJ! - THETADOT2 (10n
A1l41- UOIlOT)
AIl5!"" CTHETA1(Ion
RH6! - CTHErA2110Tl
AII7l - RE1l10n
RUSI _ AE2UOT)
R1l91- RET1(10Tl
AIl 10! - AEr2(10T)
All1 l1 - Ke1l/ 0 l 1
A1l121- KC2110 T)
AJI131-THETA1110 TJ
RII1 4 1 - T~ErA2HOn
TRAINED NETWORK
MIDDLE LAYEA OUTPUT
00201 - 1,NET
AMlII -O.OO
0019J _1.KIN
RMlII - RMUI+ WllI .JI - Al lJ !
19 CONTINUE
IFIRMUI .GE.POWERI AMlll = 1.000/11.00 0 + OEXPj·AMUIII
IFIRMfII .lT.POWERI RM(I) ",,0.00
20 CONTINUE
RMIMETI ... 1.00 0
c
C NETOUTPUT
C
DO21 1.. 1,KON
ROm- O.DO
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DO 21 J = 1,MET
ROl l) = ROm +WOjJ,Il-RMIJ)
21 CONTINUE
TNET1110Tj - RO(11
TNET2(lOTI .. ROl2j
22 CONTINUE
C
C PAINT NET OUTPUT
C
DO 23 lOT - 1,KOT
WRITEIB, -)TO RQUEl lIO TI .TNET1f10TI ,TORQUE2flOT),TNET2{10T)
23 CONTINUE
C
C CLOSE FILES
C
CLOSEIS)
CLOSElBI
CLOSEm
CLOSEl81
STOP
END
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8 .2 Dynamic Equations of Motion Incorporating Hydrodynamic
Forces
#inc lude <ma th. h>
#inc lude <stdio.h>
#include <ios t re a m.h>
#inc lude < fstream.h >
II
/I application fun c ti on : Moriso n's Equa ti on Incorp orated in t o t he
1/ Equati ons of Motion
II
void celc ultt cher- , che r " }:
voi d mainO
(
calcull (" myinput ", "mvcu tput"):
)
void calc ull (char · input_f ile. cher " output_file)
/I data
float te ta1, te ta2 ;
float dteta1, dt et a2;
float d2tetal, d 2teta 2;
float uO, duO,d2 uO, L1, l2;
float D1,02;
flo at ml , m2;
fl oat Ml ,M2 ;
float Nl ,N2,Lcl ,lc2 ;
1/
/I var iables used during calcul ation s
1/
float faDyl,fbDyl, CaOl, CbDl ;
float faDy2,fbD y2, CaD2,CbD2:
float fel y1. fa ty2, fblyl, fbly2;
float Ca ll, Ca12, cen. Cb12;
float Cd x;
float fdx2, tauD12 y, tecn t t v. teop vt , tau012x, tauDl ,tauD2:
float taut e. teu za. taut , tau2;
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floa t A1, A2;
float 81. 82i
floa t Ael , Re2;
float Retl . Ra12. xc i. KC2;
float uyL1, uvL2, ux1, ux2 ;
float ta urt , l aul2;
int signum l. signum2;
IIcons t ants
float nu ::: 1.4 "powl01( ·61;
flo at ro "" 1000 ;
/I load data from the file
if st ream inflle (input_file):
infile»Ll ;
infile :> > l2;
infile > > 01 :
Infile :> > 02 ;
in tile > > uO;
intile > > duO;
!!1f ile > > d2uO ;
Infile > > tete 1:
infile :>:> te ta2;
intile > > dtetat :
infile > > dteta2:
infile > > d2tetal ;
intile :>> d2 teta2;
infi le > > ml ;
infile > > m2 ;
infile > > Lel:
Infile > > Le2;
lnftle > > uxt :
infile :> > ux2 ;
infile > > Cdx ;
/I
tete r =teta l · M PUl SO;
tete z = teta2·M-PI1180;
Al = d let al ; -
A2 =dteta l +dteta2 ;
B1 = uO·cos(tetall;
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82 =uO·cos(tetal + teta2) + dteta l" L, "coslteta2) ;
Rel = B1"Ollou;
Re2 = B2*D 2/nu;
Ret l = Al *LP L1/nu ;
Ret2 = A2* L' *L1/nu;
if lIA1 ==O)
(KC' .B1iL1iA' ;)
else
(KC! =p ow '01(17); );
if (lA2 = = 01
(KC2 =B2/L2/A2;)
else
KC2= p o w l 01(171;
/I
uyLl = A'* L1+Bl :
uyL2 = A2 *l2 + B2;
if (Iu yL 1 = = 01
(sign uml = uy L1/abs (uy L1);}
else signuml = 0;
jf (/u y L2 = =0 )
{signum2 = (uyL21/ahs(uy L21;)
else signum2 = 0;
uxl = uO· s;n{tet al l;
ux2 =uO·sin lte ta l + teta21+ dtetal"L1"sln ttetez):
if IA l == 0)
{ fa o yl ::: O.S *ro "Dl *Bl"ab s(BO"l1 ;
fb Dy! ' O;
CaDl = Ll /2;
CbDl . 0; }
else
( 1t 1l-BlI A! <= OJ 111-BlI A! > = LlI l
(laDyl =
O.S*ro *Dl "signum l *WA1 *L1+ Bll "pow l 01311/3/Al
- 81 *Bl*Bl /3/A 11;
fbDyl = 0:
CaDl =Ll /4 "f 3 "Al "Al *L' ''L1+ 6 "81"81 + S *Bl *A'*L1 )
I(A l *A l *L, * U + 3 *81 *B1+ 3 *81*Al *L1 };
CbOl = 0;
)
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else
{
faDyl ""O.S*ro "O l·sign uml" IBl "Bl *Bl /3 /A1);
fb Oy1 =O. S"ro"D '''signuml''UA1'' l1 +Bl113 /A1);
CaDl = -0 .2 5 "B1/A1;
CbOl ", O.2 S"'3"A PL1-B1)/Al ;
};
};
;fIA2==01 (
faDy2 :::: lIZ" ro" DZ"B2" absIB2)" L2;
fbOy2 =0;
CaDl = l2/2;
Cb02=0;
else
{
U II- B2/A2 < = OJ I I I-B2/A2 > = l 21!
(
faDy 2 = O.S" ro" DZ"s ;gnum2 "!HAZ"L2+ B2)*powl0(311/3 /A2
. 82"B2"B2/3 /AZI;
fbDy2 =0;
Ca 02 = L2/4 *(3 *AZ"AZ"l Z "L2+ 6"82"82+ S" B2"AZ"L2l l
IAZ* AZ"L Z"L 2 + 3"82 * 62 +3 " 82* AZ" L2);
CbD2=O;
}
else
(
faOy2 =0.5"ro·02 ·signum2 *(B2" B2*B2/3/A2);
fbDy2 =0 .5 " ro*02 " signum2 "HA2 "L2 + B21/3/A2);
CaDZ: ·O.25 "B2/A2;
CbD2 = 0.25" (3 "A2 "L2-B2J/A2 ;
);
};
fdxl c Cdx"M]IIS"ro" Dl "0 ' "abs(ux l'''uxl ;
fdx 2 '" C'':!x* M_PlIS*ro·DZ'' DZ''abs(ux21 ''ux2;
tauD 12y == (Ca02 + II · co s(tet a211"faDy2 + ICbo2 + II "coslte ta2)) "fboy2;
tau o lly = Cao l "fa Dyl +CbOl "fbOy1;
tauoyl = tauo1 2 y + tauDl1 y;
tauol 2x = fdx2 "L1 "sinlteta21;
tauDl = tauo yl + tauD12 x;
ta uD2 = Ca0 2 "faDy2 + CbD2" fbDy2;
Nl = duO"cosltetal 1 . uO"dteta' '' s in(tetall ;
Ml = d2te tal;
N2 === d2t eta1*L1*cos(teta21· dtete l "l, 1 *dteta2*sinfteta2}
+ duO*cos(tetal +teta2)
• uO*(dteta 1"slnttete t +teta2) + dte ta2*sin(teta211;
M2 === d2tetal + d2teta2 ;
II
if ((-N1/Ml < = 01 11 (·Nl /M1> === 0))
(
falyl = ro *M_PI*D1*D1/4*(Nl * L1 + M 1*U*L1/2) ;
fblyl = °;
Call === L1I3*1l3*N l + 2* Ml *L1)/(2*N l + Ml *L1)) ;
Cbl1 === 0;
l ;
if ((·N 1/M1 > === 0111 1-Nl/M1< === U ll
{
falyl "" -ro*M PI*O.25 *D1*01 *N1 *N 1*M1/2;
rctvt "" ro *M PI*0 ,25*01*01 *(rJ1* L1 + M1*L1 *L1/2 +N1*N1 /M1I2 );
Call "" -Nl /M l /3;
Cbll "" 12*M l*l1 ·NlI /3/Ml;
) ;
if ((-N 2 /M2 < ""01 11 (·N2/M2 > ""Oil
{
fa ly2 = ro* M PI*02*D2/4* (N2* L2+M2*L2 *L2/21;
fbly2 "" 0; -
Cal2 = L2/3*((3 *N2 + 2*M2* L211(2*N2+ M2 *L2n :
Cbl2 ;; 0 ;
} ;
if «-N2 /M2 > =OIIII-N2IM2 < = L211
(
fa ly2 = -ro*M PI*O.25*D2*D2*N2 *N2'M2/2 ;
fbly2 "" ro*M -Pl *O.2 5 *D2*D2 *IN2 *l2 + M2 * L2 *L2/2 + N2* N2/M2/21:
Cal2 = -N2/M 2/ 3;
Cbl2 - 12'M2 ' L2-N21/3 /M2;
);
teurl ::: faly l *Ca ll + fbly1·CbI1;
taul2 = faly2*Cal2 + fbly2*Cb I2;
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taul s = (ml *Lc'*lcl + ml*ml*(3 *Dl ·01 +0'*Dl +4·L1*l1 1/4 8
+ m2 * (L1*L1 + t cz-tcz + 2 *L 1 ~ Lc2 ·cos(teta2))
+ m2*(3*DZ*D2 + 4*L 2 *L2Jf48) *d2tetal
+ fm2"'( Ll* LcZ* cos lteta21+ LcZ*lc2)
+ m2* 13* DZ· D2+ 4*LZ* L21/481·d2teta2
+ Im1 "Lc t sccstte te t ! + m2*( l l - ccst tetet !
+ Lcz ec csttetat + teta 2))}*d 2uO
- m2 *L1 "'Le2 ·sin/teta2 )" Idteta l ·dteta2 + dteta2 *dteta2/2 );
tau2 s == 1m2 " {l, 1"tc z ec cettetezl + le2 "'Le2l
+ m2 *( 3 "DZ*D2 +4*LZ "L2)1481*d2telal
+ (m2 * LcZ* Lc2 + m2* (3*DZ *D2 +4"LZ *L2 1/481 *d2teta2
+ (m 2 +LcZ *co s(te ta l + te ta 2))*d 2uO
+ (m2* l l" lcZ"sinlteta 211*d 2te ta2;
tau2 = tau2s;
ta u t = taul s - tau2;
tau1 == l auDt +taul1 + t au1;
tau2 == ta uD2 +taul2 +tau2;
II wr ite resutl s to file
/I
/I
of stream outfileloutput file);
outfile < < t au' ; -
outfil .l < < Torque' :
outfi le < < tau2;
ou tfile < < Torque 2:
o u tfile < < tetal ;
o u tfile < < teta2;
outfile < < dtetat:
ourrue< < dt eta2;
outfile < < uO;
outfiJe < < KC, ;
outfile < < KC2;
ou tute < < Re1;
o u tfile < < Re2;
outfile < < Ret' ;
outfile < < Ret2;
outfile < < cos Iteta1) ;
outfit e < < co s (tet a21;
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Appendix C
Data set used to train the NNI (Neu ral Network Identification)
1"1.~
T,.!
Vo
6a
CSI•1
91,!
Re,.1
ReI,.!
«c.,
Torques at joints computed using the procedure in chapter 3
Target outputs (joint torques obtained from tests)
Velocity of the carrier
Joint ang les [cha pter 3)
Cosinuses of joint angles
Joint angular velocities
Reynolds number (chapter 3)
Rota tional Reynolds number (chapter 3)
Variation of the Keulegan-Carpenter number (chapter 3)
[N.m)
[N.m)
[m/s]
[cad]
[rad/s]
T/ T,
J .G.un 6.115
1.10' " 1 .S
".U'" ' 7'
, '':14 Its
s u n l ' H'
" 51 04 90'"0,,,
"
T, Vo 8, 8, e8, e8, &, e, Re, se, Rei, Rei! KC, KC!
36.....tJ 'OOhn UXl~ . l1
IIJu,n 1.00f- tJ
lO61S' l 00E· l ,
..' DIUJl9 ~ 0!I4'l" OIO~n -G ~an, "
'00f-11
10Ul ,'
' ooE- U
o.la O l 29ll!l ac l"' " 0 '_II-GSI 179" ' 00f· 11 ' 00li - , 1
0121319 ~ O!IOO" O.IOton -G.s. ns 0 ' OOE. t1 H IO+:
O.2Utl ~ O"C'" OI09<l U .o .S","
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~' " 0 " 0" 0" 0 00 .. 00 0 .. 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. 00 00 O OC O
e
Q::; " .. .. C o .. " .. " 0 0 OCC C O .. CCCo .. OooCC ° ° ..C " 0 0 0 0 00 Oo o CO o 0 00 0
~' 0 occ o ° 0 0 .. 0 0 OC .. Co o " "Cooo""co 0 0 o " i ~ §H !~~ H ~i ~~ id
h' ° oooe 0 0 e o ooo "0 00 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 00"
k' 0 OOOC 00 o ooOoCo oo OO OOOOO C C 00 0 00 "
~ s e e e e
...ii ii ii iiii ii m Loo.iiii
j!!! !::~~::::: s sii Ii ii Ii iii iiiWLo
~. 000000000000000000 .... 00000 ...... 0000 000 0 oo~~~~g~ 00 00
~ 0 0000000 ...... 0 00 00000 <>00000 0 0 0 0000 000 0 0 000 0 ooo~~~ ~
~. ~i ~i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ii~ ~ ~ ~i~ ~H~iii~ ~ ~ii~~ ~ito0 0 0 0 iH~
~~ U~ j i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~n~ IIi~ I!i !~ ~ ~ ~ i~ ~ i ~ i~ ~ii~o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.~ ' 000000000000000000000000000 0 o ~ 0 0 0000 ooH § ~~~ ~n§
~. !!H!H~H~~ H~H~ ~ H~ ~ H ~ ~ !;
y mmmm mm m! HI! m
s HiHHH~H ~HHoooooo oooo oj H~
'rKJ: S THESXS ( X. B .
PLEASE CONTACT '1'HE UNrvERSXTY LIBRARY.
I NCAPABLE DB KICROFIU4XR. LE KA'l'ERl:EL QUI. ACCOKPAGNE CE'l'TE 'I'HESB
(EX . DISQUE'l"l'ES, DnPOSrrzvES, HICROFICHB ( 6 ) , E'l'C •• • ) .
VEU'ILLEr CONTAC'rER LA BIBL.!OTHEQOE DB LltnaVERSITE.
NATIONAL LIBRARY OF CANADA
CANADIAN THESES SERVICE
B'IBLIOTHEQOE HATXONALE DU CANADA
I.E SERVICE DES TDESES CANADI:ENHES




